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Rockland High defeated • Gardiner
6 to 0.
The battleship New Mexico was
tried on the Rockland course.
1 Alonzo M. Dean, 91, died in Vinal'
haven.
Mrs. Reuben Cushman died‘at her
home on South Main street, aged 78.
Department Commander Rendell of
Remember th at the possibill- ••• the American Legion visited Rockland
— ties of good are greater than the — Airport and found that Winslow— possibilities of evil.—Anon.
Holbrook Post had 113 paid up mem
•••
berships.

TURKEY

SH O O T
ALL DAY

Saturday, Novem ber 17
Rear McDonald's Drug Store

THOMASTON
Farwell’s Live Turkeys
Eastern Division Rifle Club

PARK

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

laugh ix tr a v a g a n za ^

With Songs a n d ^ ^ u s ic l

RAY MARR

Club p a r a d is e .

Cyclonic
Noteftl* C«mfca Sin te r*
OLORIOUS OIRLS
OORQKOUSLY QOWNKD
Owcriing
Tantalizing Muaie

Smimc

RED HOT
RH YTH M
BAND

F R ID A Y A N D S A T U R D A Y
PARK THEATRE
NEW ENGLAND TOUR

ALL OUT TO HEAR

ANN BURLACK
M ilitant Leader of the Textile W orkers

The Last G eneral Textile Strike
AT A MASS MEETING

W ednesday, Novem ber 14
7.00 P. M.

MORRIS HALL, TENANT’S HARBOR
Adm ission Free
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M A IN E-IA C A T L A R G E

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
St. Petersburg, Nov. 7.—The first
meeting of the Maine Society, for the
1934-5 season, was held last eve
ning. Sixty-three persons answered
the roll call. Knox County had four
present.
Some of you readers may remem
ber your favorite dentist of 30 years
ago—Dr. H. M. Robbins. He in 
quired for his Rockland friends. I
understand that his was the first
modern dental studio in the city.
True to “Dtrlgo"—it was the first
State society meeting of the season.
And it was 50 per cent larger than
last year's opening meeting.
By January one will be able to see
northern tourists hanging from
j trees and telegraph poles, judging by
j the way they are arriving. There
| have been 6,492 tourists register, to
date, in "St. Pete.” This is 3,058
more than were here last year at
this same time.
O nt of Lou Cook's former bud
dies — Mr. Winchester — is the
"father' of the Maine Society.
The last two nights have been
cool. Is it a breath from the north?
Regardless of that, I am now on
my way for a sunbath. And onethird of a shade more tan.
Alavry G. Gay.

Woman’s Foreign Missionary So
ciety of the Methodist Church met
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Edith
Tweedie for relief sewing and made
30 garments for babies. After a hot
supper, the members gahtered to
gether for their regular missionary
meeting, opened with a devotional
period in charge of Mrs. Ivy Chatto.
From the new devotional book en
titled “Contemplation." Mrs. Chatto
took as her subject “What I Con
sider." An explanation of the new
poster and theme for the year, "An
Open Door,” was presented, also a
message to the auxiliary based on
questions of guidance. T he six
questions were answered by Mrs.
Laura
Busweil Mrs. Margaret
Philbrook, Mrs. C. E. Brooks, Mrs.
Essie Day, Mrs Minnie Rogers and
Mrs. Tweedie.
The program was devoted to
Japan, which the Society is study
ing this year, Mrs. Tweedie giving
an introduction entitled "Rejections
in Japan" from the text book “Jap
anese Women Speak" whose author,
Michi Kawayi, Mrs. Tweedie had
personally met at New England Con
ferences and ot whom she gave an
intimate picture. Mrs. Mary Littlehale read Chapters 1 and 2, Mrs.
Ruth Ellingwood an appreciation of
Japanese poetry, and Mrs. Shirley
THE QUODDY PROJECT
Rollins a leaflet “A New Adventure
1
in
Otsuka."
Looked Bright Before Election—
Musical
features were given in a
Barkers Have Not Lost Faith, They
duet by Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Brooks
Say
and a solo by Mrs. Thelma Stanley.
I The Society is conducting their
An Eastport despatch says:
A statewide organization known as year’s work in a different manner
the Maine Quoddy Association has than in the past, the Society divid
been formed in Eastport for the pur ed into circles with each circle hav
pose of furnishing and distributing ing a leader and her committee.
accurate information regarding the Much admiration was expressed for
famous Cooper Quoddy tidal project the programs prepared by Mrs. Ivy
which for some time past has not Chatto. with their dainty covers
attracted as much attention in the bearing the figure of a Japanese
State as previous to the September woman with a parasol, done in water
colors, the design and work done by
election.
But the majority in Eastport have Miss Faith Lurvey.
not lost faith in the proposed under
TO RUN A STORE
taking. Headquarters of the asso
ciation are in Eastport, headed by
Oscar H. Brown, who is president of Methodists Will Have Unique Ar
rangement At Their Annual Fair
the Eastport Chamber of Commerce.
The secretary is Will C. Beale, close
The women of the Methodist
ly associated with Dexter P. Cooper,
the originator of the project. Among Church are bending their energies to
the Eastport directors are Mayor making their annual fair, scheduled
Roscoe C. Emery: Roy A Burr, for i for Nov. 21. a success. Instead of
mer president of the Chamber of I the stereotyped booths and (tables
Commerce; former Mayor John P. the co-chairmen, Mrs. Edith Tweedie
Hutchinson. David C. MacNichol, a | and Mrs. Mae Gregory, have ansardine canner, and in different sec l nounced th at they will present a
tions of Washington county are di ! "Fifty Cents to One Dollar Store."
rectors of prominence in their re These committees have been named:
spective towns, as also are the num
Five and Ten Department: Misses
bers selected in different counties of Faith Lurvey and Ruth Marstor.,
Maine who will have on hand re chairmen, Misses Donna deRochequired information and literature re mont. Maryon Keller, Esther Chap
garding the Cooper Dam. These in  man.
clude: Frank P. Washburn, com
15c to 25c: Mrs. M argaret Phil
missioner of agriculture; Merle J. brook and Mrs. Lena deRochemont,
Harriman of Readfield former State chairmen, Mrs. Gladys Studley, Mrs.
senator and master of the State Minnie Cross. Mrs. Anah Gay.
Grange: former U. S. Senator Arthur
25c to 50c: Mrs. Esther Dolliver and
R Gould of Presque Isle; A. H. Mer Mrs. Lela Worrey, chairmen, Mrs
rill of Portland: Lewis O Barrows, Vesta Stewart. Mrs. Ella Black. Mrs.
former member of the governor’s Winnie Stanley.
council; and Judge Elisha W. Pike,
50c to $1.00: Mrs. Orace Lurvey
Rockland.
and Mrs. Laura Busweil. chairmen.
Mrs Margaret Work. Mrs. Annie
Hanscom, Mrs. Fem e Honeyeeck.
Candy: Mrs Thelma Stanley, Mrs.
Lena Stevens, chairmen,
Mrs
Kathleen
Marston, Mrs. Lottie
Crowley. Misses Britt.
Aprons: Mrs. Ella Lurvey and Mrs.
Evelyn Orcutt, chairmen, Mrs. Rose
Gardner, Mrs. Shirley Rollins, Mrs.
Margaret Rackliffe.
Supper: Mrs. Ivy Chatto and Mrs.
Carrie Winchenbaugh.
chairmen,
OF
committee to be announced later.
Ice cream: Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth and Miss M argaret Ellis.

SALE

PAT ARMITAGE

ALARM CLOCKS
79c each

NOVELTY CLUB ORCHESTRA

Corner Drug Store Inc

EIGHT

MEN

Fully Guaranteed

EIGHT

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE DANCE
W ednesday, Novem ber 14
D on't Miss H earing This Band.

A dm ission 40c, 25c

CEDAR CHESTS FOR CHRISTMAS
W e are pleased to present an exceptionally beautiful
line of the newest in C edar Chests. Practical, hand
som e gifts at V ery M oderate Prices.

J O H N B . R O B IN S O N
FURNITURE

CHISHOLM BLOCK

IS STU D Y IN G JA P A N

A lvary G ay, Down In "S t. M ethodist Mission W orkers
P e te " Tells of S ociety’s
Have A n Interesting and
Useful Session
First M eeting

S P E C IA L

THREE CENTS A COPY

R ockland, M aine, Tuesday, Novem ber I 3, 1934

MAIN ST. AT LIMEROCK •
TEL. 378
ROCKLAND, ME.

DR. J. H. DAMON
D entist
Over Newberry's 5c A- 10c Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 415-W
121Ttf

NEVER TOO OLD TO LEARN

HOPE W ON THE PLAQUE

A w arding Of C ourier-G azette Prize One Feature Caroline Robinson, 95, Sings A s She Flies Over
the City Of Portland
Of Big 4-H Club Contest In C am den
More than 700 happy youngsters i den, Ralph C. Damon of Aina; pig,
who have been achieving distinction Vinal Hardy of Hope; potato. May1nard Thurlow of Hope; poultry man
in farm work and domestic duties
agement, James Farrell of Owl's
the past year were present at the Head; room improvement, Beryl
4-H Club contest In Camden S atur Butler of Boothbay; sewing, Barbara
day every organization in Knox and Pinkham of South Bristol.
Highest Ranking Young Farmers
Lincoln Counties being represented.
The visitors were welcomed by J. (ages 18-21) in th e projects are:
of Simont<,n:
H Hobbs of the Camden Lumber Dairy' Edwin
Co., the response being made by «ar(kn' cllfton Meservey, Union
Marguerite Pendleton of Bristol's cookln« and housekeeping. Margery
Wide Awake Club.
Philbrook of Owl's Head; room imJ provement, Virginia Thompson of
Port Clyde; sewing, Hazel Thomp
son of South Bristol.
Each County Champion, highest
| ranking junior and young farmer
was awarded a rosette badge with
! 4-H emblem and name of project
printed on the badge.
Charles Lord, superintendent of
schools
in
Camden.
presented
county champion cash prizes of $1.50
| each and $1 each to the highest rank
ing juniors and young farmers,
Each local leader of the 68 4-H
Clubs was presented a gift to show
the appreciation of their leadership
during the year. These prizes were
Camden was given a real treat at donated by the business organiza
noonday when the bib parade was tions and men of Camden,

The greatest pleasure in life, Miss i want to go up in an airplane and see
Caroline Robinson of South Thom- how fast it will go/ she admitted.
Arrangements were quickly made at
aston was convinced Saturday is in
the Portland airport.
flying. And it took her 95 years to | She oonfided she kept her hat on
discover it.
“for hours' in anticipation of the
The aged woman had her first event
As the plane roared for the takeoff
flight over Portland and during her
cruise she voiced her enthusiasm by she began her song. Fifteen min
singing “A life on the ocean wave, utes later she was back on the
ground, telling Pilot Bessy of the
a home on the rolling deep."
I t ail started as she was riding in airport that if she could afford it
an automobile with Frank O. Hilt, she would buy a plane and go aloft
keeper of Portland Head Light. Miss every day.
“Was 160 miles an hour too fast
Robinson opined she'd like to move
fast. At 50 miles an hour she liked for you?" Bessy inquired.
“Not a bit, sir,' was the answer.
it better. At 60 she beamed. "I

held, this event following the mo
tion picture performance a t Comique Theatre, where the feature
attraction was “Oliver Twist." In
the early afternoon this program
was presented:
Songs, 4-H Clubs; Hope Railroad
Station, Hope 4-H Clubs; musical
skit. Albert Littlefield. Norman Wil
son. North Whitefield Jolly Workers;
Cinderella Up to Date, Camden 4-H
Girls; Camden by the Sea. John
Taylor: singing, 4-H Clubs; Har
monica Band, Boothbay Gainers
A w ard in g the prizes
4-H- sketch, Edgecomb 4-H; musical
comedy. Arlene Keller, Dorothy
Th 590 4-H girls and boys, out of
Keller, Carolyn Andrews. Simonton ; 618 enrolled, finished their projects
Jr.. Sunshine 4-H; Kitchen Band, ' and received their 4-H pins.
Port Clyde Clubs.
John Taylor of the Camden Y.M.
C.A.. who has led the singing at
County Contest for the last three
years, was presented a basket of
gifts from all the 4-H Clubs in
Knox-Lincoln County. This presenj tation was made by Helen Anthony,
who is a member of the Pine Tree
Girls 4-H Club of Port Clyde.
Special prizes were presented by
, Loana M. Spearin assistant State
1Club leader. H. K. Webster Feed
Company awarded $2.50 |o Elmer
A prizewinner homeward bound to j Harjula of George's River road.
tell the folks
Thcmarion, who is the highest rankI ing junior in chick raising and to
Announcement of county cham Leonard Brown of North Whitefield.
pions was made by Loana M. spearin,
assistant State club leader; and an
nouncement of highest ranking
juniors and young farmers was made
by Miss Ruth M. Clark, county club
agent, who also awarded the pins.
Winners in the Ball Brothers con
test were announced by Jesse F. Law
rence, home demonstration agent,
the judges being Jessie Lawrence
and Carrie Williams.
Once more the plaque offered by
The Courier-Gazette was won by the
Hope 4-H Clubs, and now becomes
their permanent possession. The The farms d-pend on boys like this
presentation was made by John M.
Richardson of The Courier-Gazette the County Champion in the chick
staff and his cordial sentiments were raising project. Hazel Atlas Glass
! vigorously applauded.
Company awarded 2.50 to Louise
Supt. Charles E. Lord of Camden Eugley of Hope for being the County
awarded prizes to these winners:
Champion in canning. Hazel Atlas
County Champions who are the jars are awarded to Bessie York of
highest ranking seniors (ages 15 to Damariscotta Mills, the second
18) in the 12 different projects in the highest ranking Junior in canning
county are, beans, Harleth Hobbs of and to Marion Hobbs of Hope, the
Hope; canning. Louise Eugley of second highest ranking senior in
Hope; chick raising. Leonard Brown canning.
of North Whitefield: cooking and
BETTY GOW COMING
housekeeping, Charlotte Waltz of
Damariscotta; sweet corn, Robert
Mitchell of Union; dairy, Willard Former Lindbergh Nursemaid Tn Be
Witness In Kidnaping Case
Howard of Union; garden. John
Graffam of Aina; pig. Charles
Are Invited to the reception and
Betty Gow. nursemaid in the Lind
Light of Orff's Corner; potato, Royce
banquet in honor of Luke 8. Davis,
bergh home when Charles A Lind
Thurlow
of
Hope;
poultry
manage
Grand High Priest of the Grand
ment, Clayton Pinkham of Damaris bergh Jr., was kidnaped, will return
Encampment.
cotta; room improvement, Helen from Scotland to appear as a witness
Oldis of Waldoboro; sewing, Char at the trial of Bruno Richard Haupt
lotte Bragdon of Damariscotta.
Given by Rockland Encampment
mann. under Indictment on a charge
in conjunction w ith affiliated
Highest Ranking Juniors (ages 10of murdering the child, Prasccutor
, bodies.
15) in the various projects arc:
Anthony Hauck said.
Supper 630. Reception at 8
Beans. William Hall of Hope; can
Miss Gow was absolved of any con
ing. Eleanor Gleason of Union;
nection with the crime during the in 
I chick raising. Elmer Harjula of vestigation which followed finding of
George's River road, Thomaston; the infant’s body a mile from the
cooking and housekeeping, Willa Lindbergh Hopewell home. She has
Winchenbaugh of Nobleboro; sweet been visiting her family. Hauck
corn, Melvin Rennedy of Union; didn’t say when Miss Gow would a r
OCEAN VIEW
i dairy, William Pearse of Hope; gar- rive.

O DD FELLOWS

Thursd’y Evg, Nov. 15

DANCING TONIGHT

BALL ROOM
Music by
EDDIE WHALEN
and his
PRIVATEERS

First 30 “Early Birds” Win the
Free Hot Dogs

V olum e 89...................Number I 36

■ e

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER

370 M AIN ST R E ET, ROCKLAND

78-tf

[CZEMA ITCHING
Quickly soothe burnirv4
torment and promote hea
irritated skin with-

R e s in o l

ARMISTICE DAY IN ROCKLAND
the Post chaplain Albert Shear. Taps
was sounded by Mike Ristanio.
With these sacred duties attended
I to, the remainder of the day was given
I over to festivities, included the aft
ernoon football game, in which the
Rockland Shells defeated Brunswick
A A. 6 to 0; and the ball a t Ocean
The weather was kind to Winslow- View ball room, which drew a very
Holbrook Post yesterday and the large attendance.
• • • •
Armistice Day exercises were carried
The Forty and Eight
out in strict accordance with the
The Grand Voiture officers of
program, a goodly number of citizens
Maine, headed by Dr. Eugene Fogg of
being on hand to witness them.
With Major Ralph W Brown as Portland Grand Chef de Gare for
marshal, and Capt. Charles O Hew Maine will install the newly elected
ett as aide the procession formed at officers for 1936 Voiture 1024, at
Legion hall and marched to Winslow- Belfast, next Monday a t 8 p. tn.
Holbrook Square, corner of Park and 1Every ex-service man and Legionaire
Main streets. A large delegation j is invited to attend, the largest
from Arey-Heal Post. A L„ marched gathering of the 40-8 th a t has ever
with the members of Winslow-Hoi been arranged for this district.
All American Legion Pasts In Knox
brook Post which was headed by its
drum and bugle corps and its new County have been invited to attend
the installation program, which will
commander. Charles W Morton.
Automobiles conveyed three mem be public. The Drum Corps of Wins
bers of the Grand Army—Col F 8 low-Holbrook Post No. 1 and the
Philbrick. Capt. Henry R Huntley Drum Corps of Frank D. Hazel tine
and Allen Kelley—and relatives of [ Post No. 43, Belfast will lead a short
the late Arthur E Winslow and Al parade at 7 30 p. m The principal
bert D. Holbrook, for whom the local speakers will be Department State
Commander Herbert R. Bean. Grand
Post is named.
Commander Morton placed a Chef de Gare Dr. Eugene Fogg and
wreath on the memorial and read the Rear Admiral William Veazie Pratt,
ritual address prayer being offered b y ' U S Navy, retired.

IN SU PER IO R C O U R T

AN EARLY S T A R T

Suit Resulting From Tragic R epublican W om en T o Meet
Death of T hom aston Boy
In A ugusta S aturday To
Is Settled
Form a State C lub
A negligence suit entered by Al- j Republican women of Maine are
48
fred I. Rougier of Rockland, against invited to attend a meeting called
Robert O. Finn of Bangor involving ;
ylp presidents of the seven Repub
an accident on the State Highway be
lican women's county clubs to be held
tween Bangor and Veazie causing
Saturday in the Green Street Meth
considerable damage to the plain
tiffs car. has been settled. Jerome i odist Church. Augusta. The princi
pal object of the meeting is the for
C Burrows appeared for the plain- !
matlon of a State of Maine Women's
tiff and Abraham M. Rudman for 1
Republican Club.
the defendant
Miss Sybil Holmes, president of the
Women's Republican Club of Massa
Another automobile case, Keith
chusetts. will be the principal speak
Brown of Camden vs. Paul S. Emer A musical program to be present
bert of Rockland has been settled.
ed a t the meeting will be in charge
The accident occurred July 4, 1934,
of Mrs Dorothy H. Marden execu
on Route 1 near Ballard Park, caus
tive secretary of the Eastern Maine
ing damage to the automobile. The
Music Camp.
case was defaulted for $200. Charles
The seven presidents who are pro
T. Smalley represented the plaintiff
moting the formation of a statewide
and Robinson and Richardson of club Include Mrs. Inez Crosby of
Portland for the defendant.
Knox, and Miss Neota Fowles of Lin
• • • •
coln.
A suit of Clarence W. Long and
Bus accommodations and luncheon
Edith B. long of Thomaston against reservations should be made with Mrs.
the Central Maine Power Company Crosby as soon as possible.
has been entered and settled. This
The business meeting begins at
involves the well remembered trage 11 a m.
dy which happened at Thomaston
on July 24, 1934, when Clarence W
Maxine May. with the Ray Marr
Long. Jr., while playing in the top Club Paradise Revue, got her ftrst
of a tree, located on the south side start In show business when Rubinoff
of Hyler street, came in contact with picked her to appear with his first
a 2400 volt line, causing severe stage band around Pittsburg where
bums and injury, resulting in his Rubinoff first got his start. The
death. Judgment for the plaintiffs talented soprano was the regular
in the sum of $3500 was entered. vocalist with his band, and this was
Edward C Payson for the plaintiffs before Rubinoff even acquired an ac
and Alan L. Bird for the defendant. cent. At that Maxine Is only 22 years
• • • •
old. adv. .
Tht cases of the State vs. Arthur
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You run buv
Bond for manufacturing intoxi copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
home
at Central News Co 66 Con
cating liquors and illegal deposit gress news
St . or Ross News-stand.
Congress St.
have been nol prassed.
• • • w
Two of the secret indictments found YO UR F A V O R IT E PO EM
by the Knox County grand jury last
If I had my life to live again 1
week were against Erwin Rafnell of would have made a rule to read some
>oetry and listen to some music a*
{
Norway who is charged with cheating east once a week The loss of these
tMteR 18 * l0M °r happiness.--Charlaa
by false pretences. The cases are said i Darwin.
to be the outcome of certain bills conIIFART-REST
tracted by Rafnell for Oakland Park,
of man. walk it which way it
and alleged to be unpaid. Rafnell was The heart
will.
brought to Rockland Saturday by Sequestered or frequented. smooth or
rough.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick
Down the deep valley amongst tinkling
flocks.
Or mid the clang of trumpets and the
march
Of clattering ordnance, still m ust have
Its halt.
Its hour of truce. Its Instant of repose.
Its Inn ot rest; and craving atlll must
seek
To ST. PETE, FLORIDA The foods of Its affections,—atlll must
slake
Leaving MONDAY, NOV. 19
Its constant thirst of what la fresh and
pure.
Phone Central Office, UNION, ME. And pleasant
tn behold.

P assenger W anted

—Henry Taylor.

Rockland C ourier-G azette, T uesday, Novem ber 13, 1934
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PA RK TH EA TRE

RO CK PORT

*

TltREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

E very-O ther-D ay
PA R K THEATRE

ROLL CALL THIS WEEK

2 BLENDS — 2 PRICES

Rockport friends regret to learn
Those movie fans who like their
th a t Mrs. Frances Staples Merchant romance sweet, their drama stirring,
is a patient at the hospital in Belfast their comedy fast and frequent and
The World Wide Guild will meet
their thrills in large doses will be
Tuesday evening at the Baptist par
Brown
amply repaid by “Fugitive Lady”
sonage.
America's finest tea blended A. rich full bodied blend
Walter Wtbbling, who has employ Wednesday and Thursday.
ment at Burkettville spent the week
bom the choicest, high grown of quality teas — truly "A
Briefly, the story concerns the com
end and holiday in town.
plications that ensue when Miss Rice teas of the finest gardens. Revelation in Tea Value"
Miss Mary Veazie was a t home from Is brought to the home of Neil Hamil
Burdett College over the holiday
ton following a train wreck in which
recess.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby she is circumstantially identified as
and daughter Katherine of Manches Hamilton's estranged wife, a casualty
ter. N. H., spent the weekend at In the disaster. Miss Rice is a fugi
BJ0.A
their camp on Amesbury Hill. They tive from Justice, but decides to re
were entertained at dinner on Sun
main with Hamilton when the latter
day a t the home of Mr. and Mrs.
evinces more than a casual interest ranged for on the stage to view and
Charles F. Ingraham.
W A SH IN G T O N
Funeral services for John Edward in her welfare. The dramatic climax take part in the auction. Plan to atFred Ludwick now sells The Cou
Miller were held Sunday at 2 p.m occurs when Cook, a gentleman bur tend the first performance Wednes
at the Russell Funeral Home Rock glar and husband of Miss Rice, a r day night. Regular admission prices rier-Gazette at the postoffice.
will be in effect.—adv.
131’tf
port and largely attended and the rives at the scene.
floral tributes were beautiful. Rev.
Wednesday night (only) on the
F. F. Fowle officiated. Interm ent was
stag? will be heid the auctioning of
In Mountain Street cemetery. Cam
gifts by Perry’s Market. The auction
den. Prayer was offered a t the grave
will sta rt promptly at 8.30 after the
by Robert Carl? of th e Pentecostal
first show and will continue until all
Church The bearers were Earl Davis,
the gifts have been auctioned off A
Walter Whittier, Vere Crockett and
complete show will be given the
Stanley Robbins.
first performance at night but owing
• • • •
to the length of time necessary for
Ifemey-Wellman
the auction the short subjects will
An attractive wedding took place be omitted for the second show only,
Friday evening at the home of Mrs. In order to accommodate all the
Herbert Wellman when her daugh patrons desiring to attend the auction
ter. Miss Beverly Louise Wellman, extra seating capacity has been arbecame the bride of Arthur Henry
Ifemey of Thomaston
Promptly at 8 o'clock, to the strains
E A ST W A S H IN G T O N
I of the wedding march played by Miss
AS TO THE LEECH
Rockland's Red Cross Roll Call Will , ample of self-sacrificing, devoted yet
Lois Btirns. the bridal group entered
Jack McDevitt and Burleigh Turner be held this week with the women of intelligent service and social welfare the parlor where th e marriage
Is the leech still under employment |
were callers last week Sunday at C. the city under the general chairman effort. To the end that Miss Steele's ceremony was performed by Rev. For
In its capacity as the historic reliever [
all-important service b? maintained
E. Overlock's.
rest F Fowle of the Methodist
ship of Miss Caroline A. Littlefield
of the black eye? Does he—or she
the local chapter asks all citizens to
W. M. Prescott was a recent Cam
carrying forward a house to house Join next week. Membership are 11.00 Church, the single ring service being
we are not clear as to the sex of the
den visitor.
used.
creature—continue to be an object of
Mrs. Arabel Leonard who has been canvass. Present plans call for a but more may be paid if the donor de
The bride was gowned in white
commercialism in the rear premises
complete
coverage
of
the
residential
sires. Membership carries with it a
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs W.
organdie
and carried an arm bouquet
of the modern drugstore? If so, w hat i
section of the city by Saturday night Red Cross button and the Red Cross
Light, has returned to Camden.
of roses. Her sister. Miss Flora Well
are the conditions appertaining to his
seal of honor to be displayed in the
Robert Ludwig of Rockland Is with actual work starting Tuesday.
man, maid of honor, wore flesh
arrival there? Is he a local product,
The funds obtained from the can windows of homes and stores.
visiting his daughter Mrs. Nettie
colored organdie with a bouquet of
supplied the druggist after the m an
vass will be devoted to carrying for
Two thousand dollars must be ob
Linscott.
yellow and white chrysanthemums.
ner of the spruce gum which am bi
tained
if
the
local
chapter
Is
to
con
Mrs. Edith Light attended the ward the great humanitarian work of
The
bridesmaids were Miss Virginia
tious youth, with a blunt knife, a t
meeting of the South Liberty Sewing the Red Cross. Its activities in n a  tinue work on Its present efficient Noyes, wearing orchid organdie, and
tained from the forest tree? We re Circle last Wednesday.
tional disaster relief, veterans' aid. re basis. The budget has been pruned
Miss Doris Hall pale green organdie,
call the occasion when Dr. Banks
George Ripley has been working at habilitation and a hundred and one to the bone to reach this minimum. each carrying yellow chrysanthe
applied one of these unctuous ani the village th isweek helping build other fields of lightening the burden A canvass of the business section by
mums Little Betty Lou and Patricia
mals to the region of our right eye the chimney a t the High School of human misery is too kell known to the men a forenight ago produced half
Wellman, sisters of th e bride, were
brow. We can feel at this moment building.
need further explanation. The work this amount and public co-operation
flower girls. The bride was given in
the delicate penetration of its little
Mr and Mrs. C. E. Overlock were of the local Red Cross Nurse, Miss in the roll call is urgent that the marriage by her cousin Harold Sim
lance and the thereafter sensation of recent visitors a t the home of Mr. and Eliza Steele, has been a splendid ex- necessary amount be raised.
mons of Boothbay Harbor. Mr
its casting off, satiated with the cargo Mrs John C. Simmons a t Union.
Ifemey was attended by William Dag
of aristocratic ichor, as it fell to the
P. P. Sawyer and Harry Rahman
gett of Thomaston.
floor with a musical plop. Do doc of Malden. Mass , have been at the
Following the ceremony, a reception
tors, in spite of the marvelous modern Firs closing the house for the winter.
Look place and sandwiches, cake and
methods employed in their art, con
Vernon Wyman of Liberty was re 
punch were served.
tinue to lean upon the services of the cently a t C. E. Overlock’s on a busi
The plans for immediate departure
leech? And are they to be found, ness call.
on a wedding trip were somewhat
as in earlier times, in the druggist's
Mrs. Blanche M. Johnston was
changed through the pranks of the
leech jar?
guest of relatives and friends in P ort
members of her High School Class,
land during the Teachers' Conven
stealing the bride and taking her on
tion.
D O N A T IO N D A Y S
Local football fans were deliriously and a pass from Karl to Hellier ac a long motor trip. However they
Roy Light has employment In Cam
left early the next morning, destina
happy Saturday night when they counted for another score.
U niq u e Plan T o Secure S u p  den. He is engaged in road work
In the third period a series of beau tion unknown. On their return they
learned that Rockland High had
with his truck.
plies F or Border L ine Mrs. Clara Overlock attended the leaped the last hurdle at Bar Harbor. tifully executed passes with Karl do will make their home in Thomaston
ing the heaving and Ladd and Hellier The presents were many and beauti
C ases In Rockland
Teachers Convention in Portland.
Not only did Sam Sezak's boys give receiving placed the ball on the 12 ful. About 150 attended the cere
Bar Harbor its first whipping of the and Ladd swept around end for an  mony, among them many from out
"Community Donation Days” is the
V
IN
A
L
H
A
V
E
N
season, but did it in the emphatic other touchdown. A few minutes later of town.
term characterizing the new plan of
No. 1
Mrs. Ifemey is a popular member
style
of 28 to 0. Rockland High thus a Karl to Ladd to Accadi pass placed
the Citizens' Civic Committee to se
Can
The Armistice Day program was in
the ball on Bar Harbor's fifteen and of the graduating class of R. H. S..
cure immediately the foodstuffs and the hands of an efficient committee ended its season with a single defeat. I a Ladd to Dondis pass made the score ‘34. Mr Ifemey, is the son of Mr.
A Bar Harbor correspondent thus ■28 to 0. Summary:
extra quality
■
■
clothing so essential to its important and proved a success, both socially
and Mrs. Wesley Ifemey of Thomas
and
financially.
The
fair
opened
at
describes Saturday s game:
relief work. These days will be oper
Rockland—Hellier, French. Thomj> ton. and for some time has been em
COLONIAL or
FOR TABLE or
In the final game of the season this son, le Rubenstein, Carver, It; Peter ployed a t the Yawrence Portland
ated by wards successively in order to 7.30; dance a t 830. and fashion
RED O A K
COOKING
show at 9 o'clock. Mrs. L. B. Dyer
Cement
Co.
son.
Gray.
Anderson,
lg;
Crockett,
La
afternoon. Bar Harbor suffered its
have a constant supply of material
in special costume was announcer
Crosse. Black, c; Morgan. Small. TurTHE ORIGINAL
rather than one large dose.
for the fashion show, featured by the only defeat 28 to 0 before a well [ ner. Brown, rg; Poland, Murgita,
BABY FOODS
Ca„
SOUTH
W
A
R
R
E
N
Here's the plan. Next Saturday, following as models: Carolyn Cald- trained, fast eleven from Rockland Farnham, rt; Raye, Hanley, re; J.
Nov. 17. will be Community Donation erwood, Gertrude Vinal, Ernestine High. At no time throughout the en Karl. W. Karl, qb; Ladd, Knowlton,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse of Ban- j
NATION-W IDE
Day for Ward One. All citizens of Carver, Mabel Erickson, Winona tire game was Bar Harbor in posses Hickman, lhb; Dondis, Lord, rhb; Ac gor were callers on friends in this
THE VERY BEST
Ross.
Barbara
Roberts,
Carolyn
place Sunday.
V iL bPk,
sion of the ball in Rockland territory. cadi, East. Rawley, rb.
that district are asked to send some
QUALITY
Dyer, Jane Libby. Mrs. Everett
EisMl-OzSquares
In
the
first
period
Rockland
hauled
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
J.
Copeland
and
Bar
Harbor—Moore,
le;
Torrey,
article of food, vegetable, preserves,
Libby, Mrs. Keith Carver, Mrs. Am the Statue of Liberty play out of the Carswell. It; Davis, lg Jones, c; Gup- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Max:y were !
NATION-WIDE
etc., to the schoolhouse, in this ward. brose Peterson, Mrs. Alice Bucklin.
j moth balls to score after a series of i till, rg; Keene, Collins, rt; Smith, guests last Sunday a t Luther GlidCamden street school. A member of Chairman of fashion show, Mrs. Ada rushes by Karl had placed the ball on
WAFER SLICED
Webber, re; Paquet, qb; Mclsaac, Ha- den’s, Waldoboro.
the ward committee <headed by Mrs. Creed, assisted by Della Simmers the 12. In the second period the local mor, lhb; Gilfillan, Salisbury, rhb;
Six members of Good Will Grange
The styles exhibited were leaned I defense tightened and Bar Harbor Hodkins, fb.
Clara Kelsey) will be at the scliool all
attended the meeting of Litnerock
day to receive these article! which will frem the business houses of Senter took the ball on downs on their own
Referee, Langley. Umpire, Pollard. Valley Pomona at S t. George Satur
day. Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Nickerson
be turned over to the case committee Crane Co., Fuller-Cobb-Davis, Bur- I three yard line but lost it on a fumble Headlinesman, Luce.
of the organization for distribution dell Strout, Rockland, and L. R.
of Pittsfield were present and the
SALE OF COLUMBIA BRAND FOODS
to border line needy families. Articles Smith in town. Music for the dance
former gave a talk on the proposed
a
t
Orono.
Her
fine
exhibit
in
can
W
A
L
D
O
B
O
R
O
of clothing will of course be very ac by The Fakers. O ther committee
ning won a place In the Slate Seed Townsend old age pension plan.
FANCY
■
■
■
■
■
14-O iB ot
ceptable and through co-operation chairmen: Dance. Marion Sholes;
Mrs. James Williamson has closed Show to be held in Bangor next week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Whitney Linekin
with Supt. Toner all teachers will re cake, Cora Peterson; candy, Flora i her home here and will pass the win- She was awarded a ribbon and gift and daughter Inez of Worcester, I
C O IID C
CONDENSED
advertising.
Gwendoline : ter in New Jersey.
COLUMBIA BRAI
ceive articles the pupils care to bring Brtwn;
: of money, and with Annie and Al Mass., were visiting friends in town '
Green. The program was under the
for this work.
Mrs Carrie Wallace has been guest freds Ellis received pins for fourth Saturday
On Nov. 24 comes Ward Two's Do auspices of the American Legion and of her niece Mrs. Blanche Morse, the year exhibits. Miilicent and Shirley
Mrs. Rosa Cutting, Mrs. M in a'
READY TO SERVE
nation Day. Warren street school; Dec Ladies Auxiliary.
Burnes. Lucille Colwell, Beverly Rines. Mrs. Nettie Copeland, Mrs.
past week.
USE A S A
1, Ward Three, McLain School; Dec.
N o. 8
Miss Julia Kaler entertained the Richards. Rhoda Hilton and Bethoe Laura Copeland attended the Farm
VEGETABLE
8, Ward Four, Grace street school
Can
Bureau
meeting
at
East
Union
last
Harkins
received
third
year
pins.
M IC K IE S A Y S —
Susannah Wesley Society a t their
Dec. 15, Ward Five, Purchase street
J Ruth Davis and Margaret Dickson Thursday.
Monday afternoon meeting.
school; Dec. 22, Ward Six, Crescent <----------------------------------Friends of Mrs. Nettie Copeland
STERLING BRAND
Miss Mary Tuck and Miss K ath second year pins, and Marion Fland
what WE polks who get o u r
street school; and Dec. 29, Ward
and
Mrs. Dora Maxey did not allow
ers
Isabel
Kaler
and
Grace
Castner
FRESH/
arine
Tuc
k
of
Quincy.
Mass.,
are
THIS
NEWSPAPER
LIKE
BEST
Seven. Highland school. Undoubted
first year pins.
their birthdays to pass unnoticed,
ABOUT OUR. WORK. IS TH'klklO
guests
of
Mr.
ad
Mrs.
James
Andrew
ly public response and growing needy
FRIEUOLV PEELIUGTOU FOLKS
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Witham, who and gathering a t the home of the
Duane.
conditions caused by winter cold will
HAVE TOWARO OUR PAPER «
have moved into their new home, former Nov. T, took possession of the
Mrs. William Johnston passed the
IT SURE MAKE?US FEEL GOOD
call for a repetition of the cycle of
were given a house warming which house, spent the evening at card
TO KUOW OUR OOLUMMS ARE
I weekend in Portland.
Ward Donation Days.
was a happy surprise Friday evening. playing and then served refresh
ALL READ WITH INTEREST,
• • • •
- FOB THAT
General Chairman Sullivan and
amd -twat mauv q p you eveu
Many useful and attractive gifts were ments. A handsomely decorated
Cf A F T tB - iCMOCA
THREE
GEN. KNOX
Sunny Side Up 4-H Club
Mrs. Minnie Rogers, head of the ways
TWIMK WE GET OUT THE BEST
B B B fT IT t
pre: rr.ted them and an evening of birthday cake was presented the two
CROW
RAPER
IU
THIS
PART
OF
THE
and means committee, unite in ask
The reorganization meeting of the games and music enjoyed. There ladies, who generously shared it
' Kunjki
Line
Pure
STATE'’ AUD FOR TWAT, WE
ing general public support of these
Sunny Side Up 4-H Club was held were 30 guests in attendance. Sand with the 19 guests prerent.
donation days.
Thursday afternoon a t the home ol wiches, cake and cocoa were served.
the leader, Mrs. Celia Oldis. Helen
LONG C O V E
Lew Caron, popular tenor, after a
Oldis was elected assistant leader;
W IT H T H E B O W LER S
season of radio work, has returned to
Annie Ellis, president; Miilicent
A few of the boys down at Willardthe stage and will be one of the
Il
2-lb
Burnes, vice pre;;ident;
Shirley
The Three Crows have apparently ham have organized a musical troupe,
features of the Ray Marr Club
Burnes. secretary; Beverly Richards, started the season a-right, least styling themselves “The Saint George
DOG A N D CAT F O O D
I
NATION-WIDE
Paradise Revue. Mr. Caron originally
treasurer; Elfreda Ellis, color bearer;
1ECION i b M c $fe?
wise they have done nothing yet to Hill Billies." They will make their
hailed from Worcester, Mass., so
Can.
! - O i Bot
Marian Flanders, club reporter;
ilCCOWI
injure their “caws.” Friday night debut at a dance to be held this week
t o<
during his stay in Rockland, will re
Helen Oldis, cheer leader. At the
in
Long
Cove
hall.
they defeated their old rivals,
new old acquaintanceship with Carl
close of the meeting Mrs Oldis served
Snow's Snags 124 pins. Mason had
M. Menson, proprietor of Newbert’s
refreshments.
A PPLETO N
high single, 113; and Cumming; had
restaurant, and with the Goldbergs
Twelve of the club members at
high tciah The summary:
Harrison F. Hawkes died Sunday
tended the county contest in Camden
who also claim Worcester as their
Three Crows—Horrocks 561, Cum night a t his home in Appleton, aged
!several of them bringing home honors.
home town. Lew Caron is a close
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
Helen Oldis was appointed county mings 577. Mason 557, total 1095.
88 years, 1 month, 17 days. Funeral
personal friend of Nate Goldberg who
i chairman of room improvement and
Snow's Snags—Snow 536, Jordan from his late home Wednesday at
is now violin leader at the Worcester
2 p. m.
will again attend the State meeting 508, Wall 527, total 1571.
Theatre adv.
Ray Marr comes here this week )
Let us not be weary In well doing for with his brand new happiness show, j
in due season we shall reap, if we the Club Paradise Musical Comedy
Revue, playing at Park Theatre.
faint not.—Gal. 6:9.
This new edition of the Marr pro
ductions is built around the modern
GETTING IN YOUR 'TATERS
vogue of the metropolitan floor shows
The appeal of Commissioner W ash seen in the bigger hotels and night
burn to the people of Maine, th a t clubs, and scenery and costumes are
they lend themselves wholeheartedly fashioned after the New York Club
to the observance of "Potato Week,” Paradise.
The new cast th at Ray Marr ha.;
should meet with cordial response.
His story of what lies in the situation assembled for this new production
to which the appeal is addressed is contains some of the better known
names in the entertainment world.
told in another column. The allu
Russ Howard, inimitable night club
sion to that good old custom of buy
master of ceremonies and comedian,
ing your potatoes at the autumn's
Lew Caron from the radio field, j
close, for storage and use during the
Maxine May one of Pittsburg's
winter, will awaken memories with
brightest stars and formerly featured
the older householders, whose prac
in dance units with Rubinoff Nancy
tice it was. so to provision the family
Leslie, whirlwind dancer, the Danc
cellar as th a t no severity of winter
ing Debutantes, the Golden Twins
should lay any form of difficulty upon
and the Harlem Hi H ats are all
the procuring of the staple foods
members of this newest Ray Marr (
essential to family needs during the j
production and all are rated as top
months when roads and a tte n d a n t,
flight performers.
conditions laid an embargo upon
Augmenting this group of enter
easy shopping. Here the potato tainers is Don Healey's stage band
played a conspicuous part. The head long noted for its red hot rhythms.
of the family who neglected to lay in Healey is a pianist and leader of rec
his 'taters was listed incompetent. ognized ability and has a large per
We can all bear a hand in lifting sonal following The stage band that
from the Aroostook farmer his burden he has under his guidance is one of
of over crop production.
T h e ; the finest he has ever assembled and
authorities tell us th at the potato as not only will they dispense their
an article loaded with food values regular lilting numbers but will gladly
stands in the foremost ranks. Let us ( play any request numbers their
during this coming week abundantly 1
audiences may care to hear.
stock our cellars with it.

Red Label

Label

SALADA’ TEA

MAr/aw-w/RFuuai
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HOORAY FOR ROCKLAND HIGH!

Ends Season In B laze Of G lory, D efeating Bar
H arbor High 28 ToO

Swans Down Cake Flour

QUAKER CORN MEAL
2 » .1 9 c
MOTHER'S OATS AEE^ X NAt.»,29c

ANGLO CORNED BEEF .
TOMATOES
MOLASSES

18c
2 fe? 2 3 c
& 25c

CLAPP’S BABY FOODS

1C -

CHOCOLATE

DRIED BEEF
MINUTE TAPIOCA

.

2 "t? 2 5 c
». 12c

CATSUP
15c
wVWlJ
3 25c Tomato 6 c» 4 0 «
SOUPS
. . . .
2 ' “ '2 7 c
BEAN SPROUTS
10c
FIG BARS
IVO RY SALT

2 25 c
2 a. 15c

PEANUT
BUTTER

,. V »*«H
„ ^ g . Hkpk’'2 li
p kq 38(

21 C

N A T IO N -W ID E

1

29c

£?' 29c

CALO

3

25c
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Every-O ther-D ay
Mrs. Lora Boynton, 9 Hall street
will be hostess to the Pales Circle,
Ladies of O AR.. Wednesday.

Page T hree

bar; treasurer, Florence Fairbrother;
chaplain, Nellie Barnes; patriotic in
At the annual installation of Amity structor, Emmeline Bridges, guides,
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Ledge, F.&A.M.. these officers were Gladys Carver and Gladys Coose;
Dec. 13-14—Senior play. Cat o’ Nine
Tails," at High School auditorium.
The Eastern Division Rifle Club will
installed by District Deputy Grand color guards. Catherine Glaentzel and
Nov. 15—Meeting of Baptist Men’s
1935 MODELS
hold a turkey shoot Saturday in
Master Leroy H. Chatto of Rockland, Harry Marshall; I. G., Jessie Joselyn;
League.
Nov. 15—Warren—Old Folks Concert at Thomaston, all day, using Farwell’s
assisted by Ralph U. Clark of Rock O. G„ Lena Coose; secretary. Evelyn
Baptist Church.
Nov. 21—Annual Methodist Fair.
ATWATER
KENT
live turkeys.
land as grand marshal and Adin L. Taylor; press correspondent, Eliza
Nov 21 — Rockport — Epworth League
play, "Polly Wants a Cracker.’ at Metho-1
——
Hopkins as grand chaplain: Worthy beth Ordway; pianist, Rose Smith;
PHILCO
“ll U “ wtThank.glvlng Day.
j John °
Snow and Benjamin
master, Earl Marriner; senior warden, counselor, Dr. Howard Page. A pro
Nov 29-Thanksgivtng Day turkey Dowling, joined by Frank P. Trafton
Percy A. Luce; junior warden. Jesse gram was presented and refresh
shoot at Rockland Country Club.
1
_
R. C. A. VICTOR
Nov. 29-30—Thanksgiving recess for j at Buckspoi t. are o n , a few days
H. Bates; treasurer. Fred W. Elwell; ments served.
• • • •
,Cn“ 1’ 30-Dec. l—Camden—Megunticook hunting trip in Washington County.
secretary, Leslie D. Ames; senior |
Atkins-Griffin
G et acquainted with our new service
Grange fair
$20.00
to
$250.00
deacon. Carl R. Thompson; junior
Dec. 5 — Thomaston — Baptist Ladles
Miss
Nancy
Marie
Griffin,
daughter
deacon,
Harold
Wilson;
senior
stew
The
Auxiliary
of
Ralph
Ulmer
Circle Fair.
Send for Catalogues
ard. Clarence H. Thomas; junior of Mrs. Julia K. Griffin, and Leo Bur
Camp will have supper Wednesday at
King Solomon's Temple Chapter
steward, Horace W. Robinson; mar ton Atkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Legion hall, followed by the usual
will have a special meeting Thurs
shal, Herbert E. Sylvester; chaplain,
business meeting, when inspection by
day night for work on the M. M. M.
Atkins of Gardiner, were mnrrled in
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Emma Dick, department p resi-!
Warren B Conant; tyler, Lovell
130Ttf
degree.
Rockland
Nov. 10, by Rev. Father
Thompson. The installation was
dent, will take place. Officers are
public and about 150 attended. A Henderson, the double ring service beto wear white. Supper chairmen will
The Rockland Lions Club will be Mrs. Margery Thorndike and Mrs.
program with music by the Morse ing used. Following the ceremony a
have a ladies' night tomorrow night, Margaret Rackliffe. The Camp will i The much talked of auction will be Sisters, readings by Dorothy Walsh, reception was held at the home of
E ach week we receive the outstanding dresses
with District Governor Ed. Longley hold its business meeting also.
held tomorrow night at 8.30 at Park solos by Gilbert Laite and saxophone Mrs. Griffin on Eaton avenue, and
o f the New York m arket in the different price
as guest of honor. The committee
.
Theatre under auspices of Perry's solos by Harvey Rossiter, was en buffet lunch served.
ranges.
has mapped out an entertaining
The bride was graduated from Cam
Among the football fans attending Market. Many fine gifts will be dis joyed. Refreshments were served and
program.
the game a t Bar Harbor Saturday posed of but no money will be used dancing followed the entertainment. den High School in 1924 and from
The now famous
were Mayor and Mrs. L. A. Thurston. in the bidding.
Kenneth Blackington was a lucky Bryant & Stratton Business College
Jimmie Emery, who was home for Mr. and Mrs. Donald Karl. Mr and "bucks" will be the only medium gunner Saturday when he brought in Boston in 1926. She has been em
the month of October, has gone to Mrs. Harold Karl, Mr. and Mrs. with which to make bids. A citizens’ down a spike horn buck on Turnpike ployed for several years in the office
of the Olmstead Brothers in Boston.
Eau Oallie, Florida, where he will Walter C. Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Jam es' committee will assist the auctioneer. Hill.
The groom is employed in the Kenne
be employed on the yacht "La Ver- East and son Billy, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Henry Beverage and family of YarMembers of the Rockland Vet
bec Journal office and at one time
riere” sailing in fouthern waters for S. Peterson, Miss Harriet Rankin.
Firemen’s
Association
learn
|
mouth
have
*
*
n
v*
itin*
hU
mother'
eran
O nly O ne O f A Kind
was
employed at the Camden Pub
the fifth consecutive season.
Miss Lucille Sanders, Miss Eleanor
Mrs. A. F. Beverage, Sea street.
with regret of the paying of two of
lishing
Co.
The
presents
were
many
Tibbetts, and George Huntley.
Mrs. Clarence McIntire was hostess
1their league members, Levi ThompIf you are interested to see them in your size
to
the Monday Club this week. Mrs and beautiful. Following a short wed
Stanley I. Poland of Friendship'
— —
! son 73 of Bath, a member of the
ding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Atkins will
Georgia Hobbs was reader.
has tendered his resignation as
Many Rockland people are planning
let us know and we will phone you as they
Senator Baxter Co. and muster comDr. Howard Apollonio took his reside at Augusta.
deputy sheriff, having been appoint* t0 attend the Old Folks Concert to i mittee of the Maine State Hand En•
•
•
•
com
e in . . . No obligation to buy, of course.
ed a member of the sta te Highway be presented at the Warren Baptist 1gine League, and Henry Cobb 72, a i schooner yacht TogueNo to Boothbay
Fred
Payson
j Harbor Saturday where she will be
Police. Mr. Poland is well equipped chureh Thursday at 8 under the
’ foreman of the Old Kennebec Hand
Fred Paj’son. 63, died Sunday at his
for his new duties, and to help main direction of Chester Wyllie. popular Engine Co. of Brunswick. His son |, placed in winter quarters. He was
$ SENTER CRANE COM PANY
tenor.
The
program
will
feature
accompanied
by
John
pood
and
home in Oakland. He was born in
tain the high standard of that valu
James A7 "Ty" Cobb is well known |
old tunes, many of them requested
Rexford Daniels.
able and useful organization.
Camden, son of Horace and Callie of Union, who h is been a patient at Mrs. F. E. Burkett last Wednesday. - business is to be under the able manboth secular and sacred, in chorus, I, in the city.
The St. Thomas Ladies Guild will
The Southern"- Zone of the Maine \ meet at the
hou-* Wednesday (Lamb) Payson, and is survived by a the Cambridge Hospital for several Many beautiful and useful gifts were agement of F G. Fernald of Rocksolo, duet and quartet form, chorus
Pleasant Valley Grange will have
received by Mrs. Brown.
j land.
wife, step-son, Olin Benson of Spring- weeks.
members and other artists to be Association of Optometrists will ' a t 2 o'clock.
a patriotic program tonight; also
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Messer
and
Mr. and Mrs Franz Butler recently
A
surprise
utility
shower
was
given
Mrs. Weston P Holman entertains field, Mass.; two sisters, Mrs. Lee Pulcostumed.
meet at 391 Main street. Thursday
observing anniversary month. Sou
the Ladies of the Methodist Society cifur of Oakland, and Mrs. Love? Mrs. Arlene (Grinnell) Brown, a re- family are leaving for St. Petersburg, moved from South Union to 23 Cedar
night at 7.30. with Dr. Brad- !
venirs of past wars are requested as
Thompson of Camden; and one cent bride, a t the home of Mr. a n d ! Fla., for the winter. Mr. Messer's street, Rockland.
Golden Rod Chapter met Friday ;
on Wednesday afternoon.
ford Burgess, chairman, in charge.
an exhibit. Appropriate tableaux
flight with 175 present. 8upper i n 1
Megunticook G range fair Nov. 30 brother, Herbert Everett Payson of
The following optometrists will i
and musical numbers are part of the
I Hope. The funeral will be held today
charge of Mrs. Doris Jordan and Mrs.
and Dec. 1.
speak: Kenneth M. Green, Campiogram and an invitation is ex
Edward Dorsey and Preston Bryant (Tuesday), at 2 o'clock from the resi
Anna Nelson. Eight Chapters were
1den, on “The College Progressive
tended to neighbor Grangers. Re-'
of Newcastle were guests over the dence of Lovell Thompson, 50 Wash
represented. The work was ex
Myope.' Dr. Frank E. Morrow,
freshments will be served. Older
ington street. Rev. Weston P. Holman
holiday of John Good. Elm street.
emplified a t ithe evening meeting.
Camden on ("Abnormals.' and Dlr.
members are urged to attend.
The ladies of the Baptist Society officiating. Interment will be in
Mrs. Katiheryn St. Clair and Mrs.
Mervyn Bird. Belfast on "The
will meet at the church parlors Wed Mountain street cemetery.
Alice Kaler acting as candidates. By
The weather report from Boston request the obligation ceremony was Orthoptics of Myopia."
nesday. Covered dish luncheon at
this morning promised rain or snow repeated, with Miss Annette Segal
12.30.
W EST RO CK PO R T
for today, with increasing southerly and Mrs Edna Melvin assisting. Mrs ANN B U R L A C K SPE A K S
Mrs. Jane Barron will entertain the
winds, shifting to northwest. The Gertrude Boody acted as associate
The Courier-Gazette is now on sale
Friends-In-Council a t the next meet
temperature in Boston was 32. The matron and Miss Katherine Veazie
131*tf
Ann Burlack, frequently called “The ing with papers by Mrs. Ora Brown at the Postoffice—adv.
morning temperature in Rockland as marshal. Mrs Eva Green was ap Red Flame" a speaker of nation-wide “The Life of Willa C ath er.'> n d Mrs.
was only 23, the wind was west and pointed supper chairman for the n e x t1repute and famous leader of textile John L. Tewksbury, “Don Blanding."
UNION
the sky was blue. Tomorrow's fore meeting.
workers in the recent strike, will speak
Miss Harriet L. Gill is expected!
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Nason and
cast "fair and slightly colder.”
at Morris Hall, Tenant's Harbor, to- home this week from Roslindalc.
The meeting of the Citizens Civic morrow night. Admission free.—ad • Mass., where she h as been guest of family of Hallowell were guests Sun
day of Mr and Mrs. Angelo Howard.
Dr. and Mrs. Guy Blood
A large Rockland delegation a t Committee at the City BuiMlng Fri-----------------John Howard, one of the genial
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar H. Emery of
tended the Bates-Colby football day night brought out good attend- S O U T H W E S T H A R B O R
R
F.D. drivers, is having a week's
Bar
Harbor
were
in
town
last
week.
game in Lewiston yesterday, and it ance.
Reports from the various
_____
Herbert Alexander has entered the vacation and has taken to the big
is safe to say th a t most of the fans chairmen showed donations of money, I sally Caruso and family left Friwished they were back home before clothing, bedding, etc. Mrs. John H. day for Palm Beach and will visit j Washington State Normal School at j woods, headquarters at Wilson Mills
Megunticook Encampment of Cam
the game was half over. It snowed Flanagan turned in $39.31 from the friends enroute. Arthur Freeman Machias.
G u a ra n te e d
G u a r a n te e d
Dr. W. Lee Dickens. D. J. Dickens. den visited Mt. Horeb Encampment
hard and constantly during the last card party given last week at th e wui be employed at the barbershop
tebrinq
back
the
to keep Squeaks
T. W. McKay and Douglass Libbey last Saturday night and conferred the
half, and many spectators left long Bok Home for Nurses, and ward during the winter.
DRIVING
THRILL
a n d R a ttles
before the game ended. Bates won, chairman reported activities now
Congratulations are extended to left Sunday for a gunning trip at Golden Rule degree on a class of four
to
out of
candidates
Kokadjo.
underway or in the making. At a Mr and Mrs. Sylvester Dorr on the
13 to 0.
»
OLD CARS
N
E
W
CARS
Several from this place attended
Mrs. Clarence Thomas entertained
_____
joint meeting of the ways and means birth of a daughter Nov. 2, a t the
the
J.
J.
Bridge
Club
at
her
home
on
the
annual
meeting
of
the
4-H
Clubs
Luke S. Davis, who was elected1committee and the Citizens Civic Hurley Hospital at Ellsworth.
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of the leaflet “The Bible and the
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Miss Marion Tannerhill, Miss Julia reside four miles out of Portland. 44
Word Wine,” (D(y referring Ito the moved to Orono where he has em
bridge parties for the benefit of St.
Howard
and Miss Carol Crosby of Haskell street. Cumberland Mills, and
original meanings of some fifteen ployment.
Bernard Church will be held at
Boston were in town to attend the will be happy to welcome callers
Hebrew and Greek words all inter
Doris Gilley is ill at a Bangor Atkins-Griffin wedding.
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preted as “wine.” A very clear un hospital. Neighbors and friends
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Mrs. F. Lorraine and Mrs. D. Perry
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and Mrs. Silvio Roy. a daughter. Lena
will be in charge.
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The splendid record made by the
a son. Royce Arnold.
give $10 to the work of Knox Coun
Rockland High | School football
Nyack. N. Y Nov. 7. to
ty Rural Religious Education. Mrs. EMERY—At
Mr and Mrs. Elmer M Emery, a son.
team this season was among the
Ronald Herbert
Emery read the plan of membership
topics discussed at the Bates-Colby
Bremen. Nov. 3. to Mr. I
campaign for 1935. Mrs. Stanley TRAUAOH—At
and Mrs Paul Trauagh. a son.
game in Lewiston yesterday. No
singing the new campaign song, “Go
body was happier than Phil Jones,
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You Forth and seed Be Sowing."
1FEMEY-WELLMAN—At Rockport. Nov.
coach of the University of Maine
9. by Rev. Forrest F Fowles, Arthur
Henry Ifemey of Thomaston and Miss
Freshman team, who strongly rec
Committees appointed by Charles
Beverly Louise Wellman of Rockport.
ommended Sam Sezak for the po W. Morton, commander of Winslow- ATKINS-GRIFFIN — At Rockland. «ov.
10. by Rev. Father Henderson. (Leo
sition of coach in this city. Cobb1 Holbrook Post, for the year ending
Atkins of Augusta and Miss Nancy
Peterson and Sam Glover of the October, 1935, are; Entertainment:
Griffin of Camden.
high school team were among those Gerald Margeson. chairman. Theo
DIED
who witnessed yesterday’s game.
dore Perry. Thomas Fleming. House. PAYSON — At Oakland. Nov 10. Fred
Payson, a native of Camden, aged 63
Everett Philbrook, chairman, Eugene
vears
Funeral Tuesday from 50
Julia A. Barker, Medium-iMssion- Lamb. Harold Taylor, Sherwln
Washington street at 2 o'clock.
ary of M .S6.A. will be at 10 Bread Forbus. Emery St. Clair, Meltiah PIERPONT—At Washlgnton. Nov. 10.
Eugene A., infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
street, Nov. 8-16. Readings by ap Scammon, William Cold. George
FLOWER SHOP
Arthur Pierpont. Interment ln Pier
pont
cemetery.
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Do You Like
New Style Frocks?

“ S T Y L E C L IN IC ”

MAINE MUSIC CO.

D R ESSES

$ 6 .9 5 $ 9 .7 5
$ 1 4 .9 5

'IheNewest Sensation!

CARSGREASED
UNDER ACTUAL ROAD CONDITIONS

SW A Y SQ UEAKS AWAY WITH

A0T0-5WAV

lhb AaiaziHgNeudMaisInMuabktoEten/GreaseJob
. . , D RIVE I N - S E E IT W O R K . . .

C O M M U N IT Y S E R V I C E S T A T I O N

Last Call For

TULIP BULBS

THE SUHE WAY

T D BE SAFE . . .

New Lot Just In

S I L S B Y ’S

Blaisdell. chairman. Athletic officer,
’Augustus B. Huntley; service officer,
John A. Chisholm; legal officer.
Jerome C. Burrows. Visiting com
mittee: Theodore Perry, chairman,
Hector Staples, Earl Alden. Legisla
tive: Levi Flint. Milton M. Griffin.
Membership: Hector Staples, chair
man, Austin P. Brewer. Herbert
Mullen, Everett Philbrook. Charles
You’d be surprised how much you Schofield. Finance: Charles Schofield.
can save and how good your shoes Edgar L. Newhall, Ervin L. Curtis.
feel when repaired by the Rockland Ways and Means: Gardner French,
Shoe Repairing Co., The Bicknell,”, chairmi
airman, John Chisholm. Levi
Rockland.—adv.
K t * Carleton F. Snow, Basil H.
m, Gerald McPhee, Herbert
■Stinson
Fur coats lined and repaired.
Mullen, Milton French. Walter ConMrs. C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main St.
non, Carl O. Nelson. Committee on
84-tf
Colors: Frederick H. Cates. Sons of
Inside parking for your car day or Legion Committee: Gerald Margeevening, 25c. Fireproof Garage, Rock son. Raymond Fogarty, Francis
Havener and Ervin L. Curtis.
land.
117-tf

Ray Marr, popular Yankee clown,
whose show will play the Park Friday
and Saturday, has brought to Maine
the original chorus line of girls to
gether with the snappy stage band
which appeared all summer at the
Club Paradise, one of the ace night
clubs o t New York city. adv.
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CAMDEN ROCKLAND WATER CO

men who will fill highly
paid positions as sales
men! You’ll find plenty
of such opportunities in
our W ant Ads.

OFFERS

Its Six P er Cent
Cum ulative Preferred Stock

The
Courier-Gazette

PIANO LESSONS
% Hour, 50c
% Hour, 75c; 1 Hour $1.00
Tel. 1018-M M. F. LAMB
126-127&128

|

A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS
TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Par value 5100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or In part at $105
a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stork will be received at the office of tbe
company, 5 Lindsey Street, Rockland. Maine.
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO.
78S-coT-tf

Cxpioslvt high air prassul*

No axploilv. strain In patented
low p r.,,u r« O .n .ra ls
—MOWOUT-MOOF

You can't judge the safety of a
ure by looking at it. Brand new tires
blow out just like old smooth tires
—because many aren’t built to stand
the terrific driving strain. T hat’s why
the wise thing is to put on BlowoutProof Generals—the patented safety
tire—America’s low pressure tire —
and the genuine Blowout-Proof Tire.
T har.’, no guesswork about General
D ual-B alloons—they're b u ilt for
safety —and will give vou more safe
miles than any other tire.

GOLDEN SHELL SUPER-SERVICE STATION
140 PARK ST.

TEL 8004

ROCKLAND, ME.
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the Tf-^Ts tnat 'bnneheid or n chief
gone?” ' Iginny looked nt D ’n Mc
Namara severely over the rims of
her spectacles. "Friend of yours?"
she queried wltheringl.v.
“Yes,” McNamara admitted, “and
Doc's new patient. Bring her in
and he’ll give her the once over."
Rut Lanny shook her hend. "This
nut shop is closed for the day." she
told him. "Bring her around at one
o'clock tomorrow. The doctor has
fifteen minutes then.”
“Please bring the patient in, Lanny," Stephen pleaded. "And then
you might—" he glanced eloquent
ly at their empty glasses l.anny
glared at him, so he smiled—and
she ceased to glare. But she went
on mumbling.
Dan McNamara shook his head
sagely. "Nothing wrong with that
woman's thinking apparatus," he
Informed Stephen.

she'd plnchefi a dozen and a half
silk stockings. Petit larceny and
caught with the goods. I sent a
CHAPTER I.—Theodore Gatlin de
good man around to try to square
cided to adopt a baby In a Anal ef
fort to solvo hie m atrim onial tro u 
the case with the department store
bles. But all bie love for their to i
people, but they Insist on pressing
ler daughter could not shelter her
charges, and that's too had. because
childhood from the hatred of hie
wife, w h o had never wanted her.
she's got a couple of priors against
T heir aftairs ended In the divorce
her. Out on probation—suspended
court but ten-year-old Penelope was
liven into the keeping of Mrs. G at
sentence, yon understand. Doc. And
in. except for two Bunday a fte r
noons a month. Up their first day now she'll do two years In the Big
together they set out joyfully to
House. 'S tough on the girl.”
a baseball game. A ball, hit into the
“W hat's your Interest In her, If
bleachers, struck Penelope on the
nose and the neurotic Mrs. G at
she's a confirmed thief?"
lin removed her from the hospital
“Well, maybe she wouldn't be a
to which her form er husband had
thief If she'd had the breaks,” he de
hurried her
Mrs. G atlin spirited
the child to Europe. Gatlin retired
fended. “Somebody must have given
from business, willed Penelope all
her a sweet bust on the nose, be
his money, and was about to begin
a search for his daughter when a
cause her beak's been broke and
m otor accident ended hie life.
nothing's left of It but a saddle."
CHAPTER 11.—Some ten years la
“Is she tough?"
ter, in San Francisco, Stephen Burt,
"Is she tongh? Doc, she's so tough
a rising young psychiatrist, was
I know It ain’t natural. A girl as
presented by Dan McNamara, chief
of police, with a new patient—Nance
tough as her must be looney. But
Belden, a girl whose terrible child
there ain’t nothing tough about her
hood had left her w ith a dual peraonality, for which her “saddle nose"
eyes or her month—and that’s
was In part responsible. McNamara
where you can always find tough
did not think she was a responsible
crim inal and obtained B urt's ex
ness that's been bred In the bone.
p ert testimony In court. Even Lan
There’s something about this girl
ny. the doctor's faithful office
th a t’s different, doc. I don’t know
nurse, was won over to her cause
despite Nance's hard-boiled exterior.
w hat It Is. but I know this much:
she wasn’t always tough. I want
yon to give her the once over."
CHAPTER II. CONTINUED
"She’s Ugly When You Look at Her
“I understand there Is a psy
the First Time, Doc."
chologist and psychiatrist—Doctor
. He "knew she would appear mo
Blethen—who does all of the medi
mentarily and say: "I'm sorry,
And then Lanny ushered the new
co-legal work for the department.
Doctor Burt, but Professor Finne
patient In. She paused Just inside
Chief.
I
wouldn't
care
to
examine
gan has Just telephoned that you
the door, swept the room with a
are fifteen minutes late to your en- | the girl except on his Invitation."
slow glance and permitted her gaze
“Yes, I know. Question of ethics,
gagement to meet the great German
to come to rest on Stephen Burt,
and
while
the
question
Is
being
de
savant, Herr Doktor Uffitz."
who rose and bowed to her. Instant
bated this girl gets hauled Into
He waited three minutes and sent
ly the frozen hostility In her glance
court and takes the rap oo the old
another code message to Lanny,
faded snd she smiled. "Reminds
charge of grand th e ft I know
adding the word “H elp!” Still Lan
me of a gargoyle," Stephen re
Blethen. I've tried him and he says
ny did not appear, so he said with
flected
this girl Is a natural hoodlum, and
his disarming smile: “Mrs. Merton,
"Meet my friend, Dr. Stephen
mentally and physically healthy. He
the five o'clock whistle has blown,
Burt, Nance," Dan McNamara Intro
and I can't listen to another word. ! says she's got more Intelligence
duced her airily. "Doc, this Is
than any ten girls In Vassar. She
I've just remembered a most press
Nance Belden, alias Dorothy Case,
must
be
smart,
too,
because
she
told
ing engagement, so now If you do
alias Fay Barham, alias Elizabeth
him he was a fool, and I agree with
not go at once I shall have to throw
Vernon.”
her.
you out."
Stephen said politely that he was
“I’ve heard a lot about you," the
He had her by the arm and out j
delighted to make her acquaintance,
chief
of
police
continued.
“You’re
re
the door before site could think of !
and Nance replied with acrid direct
another symptom. Then he locked j garded as the bent psychiatrist and
ness. “Why?’ Whereat Stephen
the door, put both legs up on the I neurologist In San Francisco. So
Burt laughed and set a chair for
desk and loaded and lighted his ' don't talk to me about the capable
her. Nance plumped herself down in
Doc. Blethen. I want you to look
pipe. Just as the door to his nurse s
It with a weary sigh, Jerked off her
this girl over."
office opened and Lanny said:
Jaunty hat and threw it on Ste
His huge face brightened as he
“I’m so sorry, but Professor Fin- i
phen's desk. “AU right. Steve.
negan—"
summoned a thought th a t would
Shoot! What’s the Idea of the big
bolster up his plea. "She don't cuss
“She’s gone. Where did you go,
convention? Another fishing expe
leaving me here to sulTer?”
me, Doc. I've esked her all about
dition?"
"I was In the watting room placat- i herself, and I'm sure she tells me
"Now, Nance,” Dan MfNamura
lng an Insistent visitor. I told him t all she knows, hut she don’t know
soothed her, “you cut that out.
you had gone for the day, but he ! anything. She's bound to like you
Doc, and when she likes anybody— You're not talking to Doc Blethen.
flashed some sort of police badge at
Doc Burt’s a gentleman."
me, said he wasn't nutty and that [ now. Doc. I’ve got a notion you can
Nance remembered her manners.
his business was private."
get her confidence to such an ex
“My error,” she apologized.
"Whenever you admit a person j tent you can prong down into her
From the doorway leading Into
soul and locate the trouble. I hear
■whose business la private and per
the waiting room. Lanny gazed upon
sonal 1 am called upon for mental
men like you do things like that
the girl with frank disapproval.
nowadays.”
and physical effort, sans a fee, Lan
Over Nance's shoulder she caught
ny. I'm tired.”
Doctor Burt smiled. “Sometimes
Stephen’s eye and shook her head
we uncover complexes or mental re
“What you need, dearie,” said
sorrowfully.
flexes; frequently we do n o t And
Lanny, "is a nice, long, cool, high
•“ ‘The old girl's shocked!” Nance
ball."
when we have uncovered them we
laughsd
softly without looking
cannot always cure them. You say
"And while you’re on the Job, get
around, while Lanny disappeared.
this girl has a ruined nose? Does
me one, too," a deep voice spoke
“How do you know, Miss Belden?"
It affect her appearance greatly?”
from the door behind her.
Stephen inquired.
“She’s ugly when you look at her
“It's that police person,” Lanny
“Mirror," and Nance Belden
the first time, Doc, but after
cried.
pointed.
you've talked with her and looked
“It Is," the police person agreed
“Close your eyes,” Stephen cor
some more the shock sort of wears
without malice, "and even If I am
■ended, "snd describe this room to
off. I got a notion th at If her nose
a cop, l'm too emart to be fooled by
me.”
could be straightened up she'd be a
the fibs of any woman. How are
"All rig h t There are two empty
good-looking girl. And maybe If her
yon. Doc?"
highball glasses on the telephone
mind could he straightened, she’d
“Tired,” he murmured. “Worn to
stand back of yon.” She sniffed.
be a good girl.”
a razor edge talking sanely to the
"Bourbon. The stand's three feet
"Know anything about her ante
Insane and the seml-sane, the sub
high and the telephone book Is In
cedents, her background?”
normal and the abnormal. You ap
the compartment under the top of
"I don’t know and I can't find
the et^nd. The telephone is one of
pear sane, officer. Are you?"
out. She won't tell me."
“I’d he afraid to take a bet I am,
those combination receiver-mouth
“It may be.” Doctor Burt sug
Doc. I handle my share o' nuts,
piece things like they use In Eng
gested, “that she doesn't know. Has
too, and there's times they make
lish stage scenes, and the telephone
Blethen finished with the case?”
me think I'm bugs Instead o' them.
cord Is . white. The desk is solid
“Yes, sir. He told me not to
My name’s Dan McNamara and I’m
walnut, I think, flat-topped and
bother
him
about
her
no
more.”
the chief of police.”
clean. You have a bronze combina
Doctor Burt Indicated his tele
tion Ink-well, pen-rack, and pin-tray.
"Sit down, Chief. Drag over that
phone. “Call him up. Chief, and
armchair." He smiled at Lanny and
There Is a blue crayon pencil and
ask him It he has any objection to
held up two fingers.
a red crayon pencil and a black
having
me
give
her
an
unofficial
ex
gold-banded fountain pen on the pen
That smile melted her. It al
amination.”
rack. The fountain pen has green
ways did. For five years she had
McNamara did so. Following a
Ink In IL I know because on the
been trying to bully him, and his
brief conversation, he turned the
calendar pad on the desk, which Is
smile had always defeated her, for
telephone over to Stephen.
opened at November 23—although
which reason she often had a brain
Stephen took the telephone. "Doc this Is the 24th—you've written
storm and threatened to resign his
tor Blethen? Burt speaking. The
something with the pen very recent
service. And she would have done
chief came to my office about that
ly. You're sitting In a walnut swiv
It, too, for she was a forceful wom
girl he has at the central station.
el chair, brown leather upholstered,
an, only for the fear that he might
Notwithstanding your report he nas
and a high back up to your shoulder
replace her with a nurse who didn’t
asked me, as a personal favor to
tops. The chief’s chair Is an overunderstand him—a la-de-la young
see the girt You understand, how
etuffed rocker, and If you give him
thing, half-baked professionally,
ever—”
another drink he'll fall asleep In IL
who would fall in love with him
"Yes, I understand. Burt, she's
On the wall back of you, there Is
and make him marry her. He was
* bad lot."
a framed diploma In Latin, Issued
po kind and sympathetic Lanny knew
"Something the chief said has
to Stephen John Burt by Lclahd
he would marry her, Just to keep
mildly aroused my curiosity. If you
Stanford Junior University Med
ber from feeling bad.
would care to Invite me to discuss
ical school, and about four feet from
“D—n his sympathy," she growled,
her case—understand I have no de It Is the Oath of Hippocrates in a
as she prepared the drinks in an
sire to Intrude—"
black frame, like the diploma. The
Inner room.
“That’s why he's
“I’m through with her, Burt.
print Is old English and done In
worked to death. He'U die youngHelp yourself, old man. However,
black and red. Across the room. In
overwork—angina, the young fool!
take a tip from me and don’t let
back of the chief, Is a walnut book
T h at big, fresh, heavy-footed cop!
that fellow McNamara sell himself
case. built In detachable tiers, and
(How dare he force his way in—the
to you. If you do he’ll keep you
there’s a white washstand In the
'big bum! And getting a drink for
busy. I doubt If any man on earth
corner close by It. In back of me
bis dirty work!”
can run a criminal down as prompt
a door leads Into the old lady's den
She sniffed and served the high
ly as McNamara; he has a photo
and"—here Nance opened her hand
balls.
graphic brain and never forgets a
bag, took out a small mirror, held
"You're mighty sweet. T-anny,"
face or a fact; but after he’s landed
It up and opened her eyes an In
jpoctor Burt told her. "Now, run
a yegg in his cooler he develops an
stant—“yes, I thought so. That
(along home."
abnormal yearning to find out what
door Is ajar and the old lady Is
1 Lanny did not go. She knew that
made him act that way. Mac's a
listening to every word 1 say.
.big moocher o f a c h ie f o f police
softy."
would praise such o ld liquor snd
“Now, I'll describe you. You’re
“Exactly. Thank you, Blethen.
a darling.
You're tall and you
his host would offer him a second
Still, a blind pig will sometimes find
jhelping.
an acorn, and something he said— haven’t started to grow a tummy
yeL You're about thirty-two or
"I've got a girl down at Central
Good-by."
three years old, your hair Is dark
iptation," Dan McNamara was aavLanny entered. “There’s a young
brown and your eyes dark blue, and
jlng. "Shoplifting detail picked her
woman In the waiting room,” she
you have nice teeth, and they show
pin In a department store where
announced. ' She said to me: ‘Where
THE £TORY
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when you smile. You have nice
hands and your nails were maulO U R HOM EM AKERS
cured this morning, but you have a
* e o
Ruddy cheeks—sparkling eyes —
dirty spot on the finger-nail of
most women can have. Dr. F. M. Eldyour right Index finger—no. It Isn't
Food For Thought
n I J I9
|O II
wards for 20 years treated scores of
u
12
4
5
7
3
dirt. It's Iodine. Pardon! M.v er
1 2
women
who
suffered
from
constipa
Bv
Carrie
J.
Williams
and
ror. Do 1 win first prize. Doc?”
iT
tion. During these years he gave his
i
lb
|4
Dorothy F. Davis. Central
D
"In a walk. Miss Belden. You
patients a substitute for calomel made
Maine Power C o. Home Service
w
are absolutely the most amazing
of a few well-known vegetable ingre
20
Department.
17
18
19
h
dients, naming them Dr. Edwards
person I have ever examined. You
w
are one In a million—one of those
4»4-4-4‘4M
e*?+*4“e++*e+4“M '+‘fr++\'- Olive Tablets. Know them by their
XL
olive color.
rare persons who not only see
J
Fillet of Beef
These tablets are wonder-workers
everything at a glance but take a
’(J '
L
on the bowels, causing a normal ac
2
fc>
27
Three
lbs.
fillet
of
beef.
1
cup
but
□
mental photograph of IL And re
a
tion. carrying off the waste and poi
w
member IL Yes. you win a prize." ter. 1 cup cooked carrots. 1 cup cooked sonous matter in one's system.
h
0
3i
29
"I'll have a highball with you pees. 1-2 cup seeded raisins, cooked
If you have a pale face, sallow look,
I
boys." said Miss Belden composedly. in boiling water until soft, caps from dull eyes, pimples, coated tongue,
F l
J4
5b
headaches, a listless, no-good feeling,
"You'll noL you little—this and 1-2 lb. mushrooms.
all
out
of
sorts,
inactive
bowels,
take
that,” Lanny countered from behind
h o
41
Melt butter in skillet, add fillet and one or two of Dr. Edwards Olive
>9
the door. “The very Idea!"
Tablets
at
night
for
a
week
and
note
u
turn
frequently
until
entire
surface
“Then the party breaks up here
the pleasing results.
45
n
and now," Miss Belden Informed Is scared and well browned. Then
Thousands of women and men take
turn occasionally until done (30 Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets—now and
Stephen.
Mb
H
47
45
“Lanny," Stephen called, "I hope minutesi. Remove to serving dish then—to keep lit. 15c, 30c and 60c.
you aren't forgetting the laws of and garnish with peas and carrots
h
gO
52
5'
44
hospitality."
both well seasoned, raisins, and scatter. This paper is saturated with
W
"Gome on, kid,' the girl entreated
1
W 55
5b
53 54
Lanny. "Buy me one and I’ll get mushrooms fried in butter 5 minutes. fine furn..ure polish, so that you
polish
as
you
dust.
When
you
have
the chief to do something nice for
Rye Popovers
bl bX
t>o
5d
59
yon In return."
finished, you may threw the paper
Two-thirds cup rye meal. 1-3 cup
“What Influence has the likes of
away, and tear off a fresh piece for
bb
b4
fat)
you with the chief of police?' Lan flour. 1-4 teas, salt, 1 cup milk. 2 a clean start. Other modern papers
ny wns emerging with two highballs. eggs, 1 teas, melted butter.
1
b4
Include a little strip of parchment'
b7
bd
J 1
“Do you drive a car, Miss Lan
Mix salt and flour; add milk slowly
to
go
around
edges
of
juicy
pies—
ning?'
to make a smooth batter Beat whole
Nance Belden whistled sharply to eggs until light and add to mixture; Pie Tapes. Then there is a special
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Dan McNamara.
15-The day preceding
SO-Greaae
1-Gaunt
add butter Beat two minutes with Scouring Parchment. This is used
today
52-Artlcle of furniture
"Get out your card. Dan. Here's an electric beater: turn into buttered with your scouring powder for clean
4-Rogue
18-Crade
E3-One of the West
9-Greek letter
the fanntaln pen. Write as I dic
ing enamel and metal, and may be
custard
cups
or
hot.
buttered,
iron
20-Want
Indies'*
13- Before
tate. Ready: 'To all traffic officers:
re-used many times.
22-Ocean
55-Render soft and
14- Laek of sense
The hearer. Miss Rebecca I-Aiming, gem pans. Bake 35 to 40 minutes at
tough by heating 24- Permite
16- Bow the head
has the freedom of the city. She 450 degrees for first 15 minutes; at
25- Piece of thin rock
17- Passenger vessel
58-Assists
has my authority to park where she 350 degrees for remaining time.
60-A Roman comic poet 27-Sheer
19-Perfumed
pleases and she shall not be tagged.
63- Part of the foot
28-Capable
21-Scarce
Apples Baked With Honey
She cannot be arrested for anything
64- A covering for the 29-Seeeawing
23- Planta
31- Series (abbr.)
except murder and even then she
24- Farm animal
Four apples. 1-2 cup water. 1-2 cup
ankles,
32- Judged
66- PropelfFr
26- Female deer
must not ride In the wagon. Signed: honey.
34- Male bee
27- Sterling (abbr.)
67- Agile
Dan McNamara, Chief of Police.' ”
Wash and core apples. Parc upper
35- Device'for weighing
C8-Young girls
28- Apportion
37-Epochs
half of each apple, and place them
59-Eagle
30-Spent
TO BE CONTINUED
39-There (Poet.)
33-Announced loudly
in a baking dish. Boil the honey and
VERTICAL
41-Not able
35- Ever (contr.)
water two minutes. Then pour over
45- Top of the heed
1- Sma!ler
36- Look
R o m a n o ffs S te p p e d D o w n
the aoples and bake in a slow oven
46- Eternity
2- Skill
38-Scheme for
47- Made a dent in
distributing prizes 3- Eorn
not over 350 degrees, until tender.'
F r o m L it h u a n i a n P r in c e
49-One who bites
4- Work up bread
by chance
The Romanoffs prided themselves
Crisp Apple Pudding
51-Looks slyly
5- Thin
i
40—Device for
on the antiquity of their family
53- Head covering (pi.)
6- lncicfinite article
reducing
Six apples, pared, cored and sliced.
tree, and claimed descent from a
7- A clamping device 54-Summit
42- Fema!e sheep
Lithuanian prince of the Fourth 4 tablespoons butter. 1-2 cup flour
8- And other things
E5-A continent
43- ln a greater
Marrakech
56-A letter (pi.)
(Lat., abbr.)
quantity
century. It is certain, however, 1 teas, cinnamon, 1-2 cup water, 2-3
57- Exiated
10- Penetrate
says a writer hi the Cleveland Plain cup sugar.
Marrakech under the palms . . . j 44- Large canal
11- Touehed with the 59-Reetrain
45- lndlted
Dealer, that their family did not
Place apples in a buttered casserole, Capital of southern Morocco . . . Red
61- Used in negation
toes 1
48- Possessive case of
make Its appearance In Russia un and pour over the water and cinna
62- Food container
12- E n!arges
Yale
sun-sco;chcd walls rising in the oasistil the Fourteenth century.
14-Mischievous child 65-Musical note
mon mixed. Crumble together the
49- Nude
In 1341 Andrew Koblya emigrat
dotted plain of Haouz
. Dominated
ed from Prussia to Moscow and en sugar, flour, and butter. Spread over
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
by
the
pile
of
the
lofty
Koutonbia.
tered the service of the Grand Duke the apple mixture, and bake covered
which is contemporary with the OirUNION
Simeon the Fierce. The descend Serve warm with lemon sauce.
Hi
ants of Koblya held high positions
alda of Seville . . . On the horizon in
Lemon Sauce
Walter
Willey
and
two
sisters
witfi
and the fifth In direct descent from
majestic contrast, the resplendent j
B
One-half cup sugar 1 tablespoon
him was Roman Jurlevtch, who died
Mrs Willey's granddaughters Normif-□
glaciers
of
the
G
reat
Atlas
.
.
.
A
city
In 1534, leaving a son, Nikita Ro cornstarch. 114 tablespoon lemon
E
saturated with light . . . Enormous and Carol, all of Waterville, recently 1
manovich Jurief, who married ti luice 2 tablespoons butter. 1 cup
C
palaces
in
vast
parks
.
Fountains
j
visited
his
mother.
Mrs.
Viona
Willey
Kuasinn princess; and a daughter, boiling water, pinch of salt.
CG
which
surpass
all
others
In
Africa
#t
the
heme
Qf
M
rs>
U
u
r,
Wllltams.
’
who became czarina by her mar
0B 0
Mix sugar and cornstarch, add boil
for decorative beauty . . Tourists
riage with Ivan the Terrible.
B
ing water and salt. Cook over high watching the colorful vivacity and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kimball w erp,
Nikita was one of the regency
B
B
EH
D
during the minority of Feodor I. heat on top of the stove until thick strange peoples on the Place Djemaa- at Mrs Eula U *ach s 8unday Mrs I
D
and his eldest son, Feodor, nnder and clear Cook 5 minutes. Add elFna
B
. . Conjurors.
buffoons. Hattie Leach accompanied them o u .
0
the name of Philarete, was elevat lemon juice and grated rind of 1-2 snake-charmers, Arab story tellers. thclr return 10 Harmony
lA
□
ed to the highest rank In the Rus lemon, and butter. Beat well—serve
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt are in
Chlcuh
dancers
.
.
.
A
city
of
m
ar
a
sian church. Early in the Seven on pudding.
velous dawns and sunsets . . .of Florida for the winter.
teenth century, the throne, for a
Spice Cake
Chester Robbins was at E dm und.
oranges and lemons, pomegranates
variety of political reasons, was
One-half cup shortening. 1 cup figs, plums, pears, apricots . . . Cen Harding's over the weekend. Mrs
vacanL A new sovereign was
SO U T H U N IO N
chosen and to have one as nearly brown sugar. 2 eggs 1-2 cup molasses ter for adventurous excursions to the Robbins returned to Southwest H ar
related as possible to the former 1-2 cup strong coffee. 1-2 teas: all Atlas Mountains.
bor with him.
Mr and Mrs C. G. Hoyt left Nov.
ruling family, the crown was con spice. 2 teas, baking powder, 1-2 teas,
Mrs. Lcla Haskell. Mrs. Mary WalyJ
Srinagar
3
for
St. Petersburg. Fla., where they
ferred upon Michael Feodorovich
lace and Miss Florence Thurston weto.)
salt 2 cups flour. 1 teas, cinnamon.
llomanoff, the son of Philarette.
expect to spend the winter.
Capital of the State of Kashmir Portland visitors last Thursday.
Czar Peter I was the ruler who 1-2 teas, nutmeg
Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Chapman werej
------------------Blend shortening, sugar, and eggs. in northern India . On the banks of
adopted. In the year 1721, the title
“Sambo", said the magistrate reof emperor.
Add molasses and coffee. Sift dry the Jhelum . . . Over five thousand in Bingham for a few days last week
The Romanoff czars with the ingredients and combine gradually feet above sea level . . . In the midst
Mrs. Leah Esancy entertained th? proachfully to the Negro before him.
years of their accession were:
with the first mixture Pour into 2 of the most beautiful scenery in the Auxiliary of the Woman's Home Mis- “I can not conceive of a meaner,
Male line—Michael I. 1013; Alex
sionary Society Nov 8 Little Fsthe- more cowardly act than yours of
is, 1645; Feodor 11, 1670; John V well greased (9 inch) layer cake pans, world . . . “The Venice of the Orient"
and
bake
in
325
degree
oven
for
25
and Peter I. 1682; Peter 11, 1727;
Tiaveised by canals built fourteen Young's recitation "I Used To Think,, deserting your wife. Do you realize
minutes.
John VI. 1740.
centuries ago . . . The noiseless wa Him Heathen" was much enjoyed, also , you are a deserter?”
Female line—Catherine 1, 1723;
"if you kr.owcd dat lady as I does."
Molasses Fronting
terway streets connected with the the violin solo by Lawrence Esancy.
Anne, 1730; Elizabeth, 1711.
and
duet
by
Mrs.
Carroll
and
Mrs.
ycplted
Sambo, "you wouldn't call
river
and
with
the
neighboring
Lake
Two cups sugar, 1-2 c u p m olasses,
House of Romanoff-Holstein—
j Esancy.
me no deserter. Ah is a refugee—
Dal
.
.
.
The
wooden
bridges
pictur
1-2
cup
water.
1
teas,
vanilla.
2
egg
Peter III. 1762; Catherine U, 1702;
Misses Lottie. Grace and Ida Brown.1. dat's what Ah is."—Detroit News.
Paul, 1790; Alexander I. 1801; whites. 1-2 teas. salt. 1 teas, baking esque enough to attract artists . . I
Tourists visaing the Palace, the Resi of Camden and Mrs. Nellie Morton
Nicholas I. 1825; Alexander 11. powder.
called on friends in this place Friday.
1855; Alexander III, 1881; Nicholas
Boil together the sugar, molasses, dency. the vast beautiful gardens, the
II, 1894.
wooden
mosques
of
Sha
Hamadan
and water to a hard ball stage—or
WHEN IN PORTLAND- You ran buy
There were thus. In all, eighteen
Throne of Solomon . . . A copies of The Courler-Oszette w 'th the
until it spins a thread. Pour o v er’ and
Romanoff monarch*
home news at Central News Co 66 Constiffly beaten egg whites Add salt. clty famous for its silver, wood carv- g-ess 8t or Ross News-stand. 3811,
baking powder, and vanilla. Beat lng' 'w clous slones carpets and silk Congress St
until the right consistency to spread ' ' ' 8051 ieen ln fal1 or *PrtnB
VINALHAVF.N A ROCKLAND STR. CO.
Common Snail Supplies
Service to Vlnalhaven, North Haven.
4'ook's D ress-U p B ox
Mocdling
Man W ith Food and Dyes
Stonington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
The average man on the street
Island and Frenchborn
Paper available a t a low cost and
Austrian town ten miles from
Effective Sept. IS, 1931
who looks upon snails merely as
in a variety of forms makes modern Vienna . . . Beloved resort of Beet
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
curiosities does not know that
hoven
.
.
.
An
old
town
with
a
15th
Eastern Standard Time
these unobtrusive, one-footed crawl housework easier and more attractive century Gothic Church high on a
Read Down
Read Up
Shelf qr Lining Paper, for example,
ers supply man with food. dyes, urn
Tuesday.
Dally
Dally. Tuesday
Ex. Thursday
brella handles, poison and deadly
n rolls of many color choices has re  rock whose crypt goes back three ] S r^d ay .DEx
Sundays Sundays. Saturdays
diseases, asserts a writer In the placed old newspapers. It is also a centuries earlier . . Often devastated i Saturdays.
AM P M
AM P M
Washington Post. These cosmopoli splendid paper for use in food prepa by the Turks it has many quaint and •4 30 1 30 Lv Rockland
Ar 9 30. 5 30
2
45
Lv.
Vlnalhaven
8 15
picturesque old buildings left . . . Here I 5 45. 3 30 Lv. North Haven
tan mollusks are found In nearly
7 25 4 20
every part of the world, living in ration since refuse may be left on come hundreds of Vienese every week- j 7 05. 4 40 Lv. Stonington
6 25. 3 10
5 30. 2 00*
the tallest tropical trees, on the it, then the whole destroyed. The end for hikes and picnics . . . The j 8 15 6 00 Lv. Swan's Island
BEACON STREET
• Discontinued September 29. 1934
ground and in the depths of the sea. housewife finds it much easier to smartly dressed to recreate them- |
B H STINSON. Agent
BOSTON
113-rt
Their fossil remains, dating hack burn than to clean up. Such a roll
to the Paleozoic era. many millions is utility paper, with dozens of uses selves at the hotels and cafes . . .1
of years ago. prove that snails have in the home Waxed Paper is another And Schiller-collared men in shorts
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
. . . By the rippling Moedling stream j
managed to adapt themselves to the
beside the State House, and
many drastic changes the earth has household necessity. Foods do not and its wild ravines Beethoven sought
dry out so quickly if protected heavily inspiration fo r the Pastorel Sym
undergone -Since that time.
overlooking Roston Common
There are dozens of species of waxed paper, hence it is invaluable phony . . . The hills ablaze in the fall
and Public Gardena.
snails and their cousins, the Rings. as a sandwich wrapper, or 'or lining with golden rod and in the spring i
They are all vegetarians, subsist bread or cookie boxes, or wraDptng
subalpine flora . . . Good center |
R E ST A U R A N T
ing mainly upon the tender parts of pies, cakes, or candy. Dusting Paper with
for excursions to the Lustschloss of]
plants. Nearly all of onr snails pre
• la carte and table d'hote
fer moist environments, many liv is as soft as old rags. It picks up the , Lazemburg and to Schloss Liechten- j
dust
and
holds
it
so
th
a
t
it
cannot
]
stein,
one
of
the
grandest
in
Europe
!
C lu b B reak faa
ing entirely beneath water, either
In the river bottom or In quiet pools.
Lunch
The common garden slug, easily
D in n er
recognlznhle by the absence of a
FLORIDA
spiral shell, often does consider
able damage to gardens.
C A F E T E R IA

A CLEAR COMPLEXION

t

ICOURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-W ORD PUZZLE]

r

-J

Tales-

‘ HOTEL
BELLEVUE

M IA M I’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

F ir st W all Paper

Wall hangings were first Invented
as inexpensive substitutes for the
costly and sumptuous hangings of
brocade, brocatelle. tapestry, etc.,
used In the palaces and the great
houses of Europe In the Sixteenth
nnd Seventeenth centuries. Wall
paper painted In China was used
In Europe as early as the middle of
the Sixteenth century, although It
did not become fashionable until a
century later. The Invention of the
block as It Is used In printing wall
paper Is attributed to Jean Papillon, a French engraver. In 1R88. In
1692 a patent was granted In Eng
land to William Ba.vley for the
manufacture of paper hangings. Pa
per In continuous rolls was first
made In 1829 by Zuber In Alsace.

Pleasant outside location fac
ing B o w d o in a n d Beacon
Streets. M odem and up-todate. A variety of foods
moderately priced
“

Convenient lo all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An rnjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private ba'eonies.
Booklet
on
Application
H. H. Ma.se
Manager

HOTEL

June lo
October

GRALYNN

Hotel
Maselynn
Stamford
Del. Co.
N. Y.

Corner Second Street
and First Avenue
Moderate Rates
D in in g Room Service U nsurpassed
V

____ 7 0

RADIO IN EVERY R O O M

EUROPEAN

P1A N

RATU

Rooms w ithout bath
Executive Office
HOTEL MANGER
North Station; Boston
Plrase s e n d -----Recognition Cards
for use by friends and myself. No
obligation.

$2.00 Up
R oom s w ith bath

$3.00 Up
Special rales for
permanent occupancy

Name ................................................
Street ...............................................
City .................................................

BO STO N

Every-O ther-D ay
Hedgehog and Porcupine
Are Entirely Different
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W ARREN

A. L. G. Hills entered Knox H os
pital Friday lor a few days’ observa
COLLEGE STU
Lion.
DENT. Robert FedMr. and Mrs. Warren Stilphen of
dern: "Studying is
Bath were guests Friday of Mrs.
enough to tire any
one. I light up a
Amanda Winslow.
Camel frequently be
Thirty attended the Young People
cause they always
Social at the Baptist vestry Friday
give me a 'lift.” '
evening. Refreshments were s»rve'
by Miss Virginia Wyllie, Miss Con
stance Jenkins, Miss Olive Teagu
and Miss Katheryn Peabody.
Austin Gammon has had the tele
phone installed, the number 3-24.
Henry Caldrice, boss finisher in the
mill, is occupying the Lehan place,
and now has the telephone, number
DEBU TA N TE .
12-21.
Miss Mimi Rich
ardson: “ Smok
Mrs. Clara Whitney of North W ar
ing a Camel is
ren is spending several weeks with
the quickest way
her daughter Mrs. William Stevens.
to re lie v e fa
Carl Oxton bagged a 30 pound rac
tigue. And I love
Camel's taste."
coon Friday night. This must be the
grandfather of all coons, a 20 pounder
being the average, and a 25 pounder
considered unusually large.
Miss Edna F. Boggs went Friday to
j Portland to spend a week, motoring
with her brother, Edwin Boggs, who
was in this section on business.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
• "C liff” M on tgom ery, fo o tb a ll’s fam ous h ero
EXPLORER.
Mrs. Martha Burgess have moved to
w h o led the East to victory over the W e st last
"Camels always
Rockland for the winter.
give me a 'pick
year in the sensation al R ose B ow l gam e, is n o w
Guests
over
last
weekend
of
Mr
Murder of Famous Chief
TOBACCO EX PERTS
up' in energy
starrin g w ith the B rook lyn D od gers. Like all
when I need it,"
Resulted in Many Deaths and Mrs. M. R. Robinson were Mr.
ath letes, "C liff” k n o w s h ow im portant it is to
ALL SAY:
says Captain R.
One of the most Inexcusable mur and Mrs. Ray Robinson and Miss
k eep his energy at its natural level. H e says:
Stuart Murray,
ders In the history of our contact Eileen Kimball of South Paris, and
* C a m e ls a r e m a d e fro m
" F ootb all is to u g h — te n se — tirin g— e n ou gh to
"and I prefer
with the Red race, cltea a writer In Mrs. Calista Leighton of Harrington.
f in e r , M o r e E x p en siv e
Camel's flavor
exh au st anybody's en ergy. A fter a gam e, I lig h t
tha Cleveland (Ohio) Plain Dealer, Three miles this side of Gardiner
above all others.
T o b a c c o s —Turkish an d
was the killing of the famous Chief while on their way to Warren from
up a C am el— get a sw e ll ’lift’— and in a short
tain Cornstalk. Having gone to the
D o m e s tic — th a n a n y
tim e I feel 100r< again . I like C am el’s m e llo w
American camp at Point Pleasant South Paris, the Robinson car was
o th er popular brand
ta s te ...a n d am seld o m w ithou t one. A n d I find
hit
by
a
drunken
driver
and
wrecked.
In West Virginia on a friendly visit
that Cam els d o n ’t in terfere w ith healthy nerves.”
to bring about peace between the Mrs. Leighton, who is 87 years of age.
two races, he was held prisoner by received a broken arn) for which she
the officers. While thus detained, a was treated in Augusta. The other
prowling Indian In the vicinity
SPO RTS WRIT.
killed a white man. The aoldlers, !occupants were slightly cut and badly
ER. Pat Robinson
Mr. Robinson's glasses
hearing thia, rushed upon Cornstalk , shaken up.
says: "I smoke at
OVER COAST-TO-COAST
T U N E IN O N T H E
—also his son Ellinipalco and Black Iwere broken.
least two packs of
WABC-COLUMB1A
NETWORK
Hawks, who were imprisoned there—
Harold Wotton brought the correCam els a day.
NEW CAMEL C A R A VA N
and la revenge cruelly murdered j spondent a bunch of blue violets
TUESDAY
And I find Camels
them. Thia destroyed the only hope I picked Nov. 8. His sister. Ethel Woterase that 'done
featuring
10:00 P.M. E.S.T.
8:00 P.M. M.S.T
of reconciliation and peace be
in' feeling and re
9:00
P.M.
C.S.T.
7:00
P.M.
P.S.T
tween the white settlers south of i ton. picked this week some butterG L E N G R A Y ’S C A SA L O M A O R C H E S T R A
store my pep.”
tha Ohio river and the Indian tribes !cups and star flowers.
TH URSDA Y
W A L T E R O ’KEEFE * T E D H U S I N G
The Baptist Ladies Circle will serve
north of IL Occurring ln 1777, thia
9:00 P.M. E.S.T.
9:30 P.M. M.S.T
waa followed by a succession of j supper Thursday night at 6 o'clock,
GLEN GRAY
ANNETTE H ANSH AW
8:00 P.M. C.S.T.
8:30 P.M. P.S.T
wars, forays, and murders down to i Mrs. Reta Coburn, Mrs. Martha Watts
the battle of Fallen Timbers ln 1791, j Mrs. Ruth Perry and Mrs. Blanchduring which many thousands of
white men, women and children, Moore on the committee. ‘ The Old
and many thousands of the Ited -Folks' Concert” will be given at 8 in
Copyright. 1934,
race perished at each other's hands, 1the auditorium of the church. The
B J. lUynitld* Tubacco
all of which might have been avert chorus contains 25 voices and old
Company
ed by peace had not the beloved
time numbers will be sung. Mrs. Louie
Cornstalk been murdered.
Drewett will accompany. Some high
lights on the specialties include the schools had 213 visitors to observe
EAST BOOTHBAY
E d ison a n d R heum atism
song “School Days" In costume, by regular lessons, a very good record
Mrs. Simeon Van Horn and Mrs
Thomas
Edison's painstaking Ann Norwood and Richard Butler; a and shows the interest taken in
methods are shown by his experi
Charles Spear spent one day last
pantomime.
“Mother
Machree.”
sung
schools,
teachers
and
pupils.
The
ence with rheumatism. He asked
TABLE-TOP” PICTURES
week with Mrs. Lottie Dodge and lamthe physicians If all possible com by Roger Teague, tenor; harmonica number was divided in this manner:
ily at Linekin.
binations of drugs had been tried to solo by Mrs. Mabel Peabody. “Old Malcolm Corner Primary. 36 visitors;
Mrs. Carroll Campbell has returned
dissolve the uric acid crystals that Time Medley. In addition there will Hinckley Corner primary, 48; inter
cause rheumatism. When the doc be Vocal duets by Mrs. Mildred Berry mediate. 45; grammar, 44; high
home after visiting her parents at
tor replied, "I suppose not,” the and Mrs. Hazel Pease; vocal solos, school. 6: Pleasantville, 13; Ander
Hebron for two weeks
Ohio wizard was determined to try
The Junior Guild met with Mrs.
for himself. He put a few of these Mrs. Avis Norwood. Chester Wyllie. son. 15; Middle road. 6.
Clinton
Barlow Nov. 12.
Roger
Teague.
Mrs.
Ruby
Kalloch.
crystals In the bottom of each of
V IN A L H A V E N
several thousand glass tumblers, Mrs. Carrie Butler, Mrs. Doris Over
I Mrs. Dexter Sayward of Boothbay
and into each tumbler he poured a look and Charles Wilson. Mrs. Louie
i Harbor recently visited her mother
solution of every known drug. After Drewett will render a piano solo. L. Carver Relief Corps will hold a
Mrs. Cora Blake
three days he found that the crys
cake sale at Senter Crane's store F ri
Horace
Maxey,
principal
of
the
high
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Barlow spent
tals In five of them had dissolved.
day at 2 p. m.
the
weekend with her sis.er Mrs. Chi
Throwing the other drugs away, he school, will give a group of readings,
Bert Smith returned Sunday from
took these five to the physician and and will act as master of ceremonies.
ton Poole at Fristol.
Augusta where he attended the spe
said, “There are the drugs you The entire chorus will be dressed in
Mr. and Mrs. Kennelh Gr^y and
ought to use for rheumatism. To oldtime costume, and each member cial session of Legislature.
j
Mr.
and Mrs. David May have gon
Miss
Cora
Crabtree
is
in
Belfast
find out how to do a thing Is to try will bear an old fashioned name. A
j to the big woods on a week's hunting
where she will spend the winter
everything you can think of."
silver collection will be taken.
! trip. Last year Mr. Gray shot a deer
Two table-top pictures. At left, I* a tiny corkmonths with relatives.
Mrs. Marie Holt and grandchildren
and-paper ehip given a “Flying Dutchman"
: and a bear.
,
Union Church Circle will hold its
P ro o f o f Loathorlips* Guilt
Miss Audrey Moore and Miss Ruth usual supper Thursday at 5.30 p. m.
aspect by placing it on a pane of glass and
I Mr. and Mrs. A L Harrington re
Back In 1810 the Indian Chief Moore of Bradford Centre, are guests
shooting from underneath. Above, a circus
I
cently
spent
the
weekend
with
hr
at
the
vestry.
Leatherilps was tomahawked by his of Mrs. Henry Marr.
aetnt made with familiar doll* and toys.
i
daughters
Mrs.
Richard
Lewis
anr
John Pendleton of Boston who has
own tribesmen on a charge of prac
Douglass
Starrett
who
was
home
family and Mrs Mahlon Adams am
ticing w itchcraft After the chief
i been guest of I-‘s cousin Mrs. Inez
If you want to give an effect of
NE of the nioal Interesting of
was struck on the head and lay for over the weekend, returned Sunday Conant, returned home Monday.
! family.
camera stunts Is the making of deep distance, as in a miniature
a while In the agonies of death, the night to the University of Maine with
The Junior Bridge Club met wit)
Hector Carney, formerly employed
“table-top" pictures As the term in landscape set-up. place various fig
tomahawk-wielding executioner di Professor Whitmore.
Mrs. Mahlon Adams Wednesday eve
dicates. you assemble your picture ures (trees, houses, fences, etc.) In
in Worcester, Mass., is now with the
rected the attention of those
Mrs. Chester Tracv and family have I Bay State Fishing Co.
ning. Mrs. Freeman Dodge holding
material on some convenient table receding planes The focus will be
present to the drops of sweat gath moved to Portland, to join Mr. Tracy
or bench, and shoot It from any de come less exact as the distance from
highest
honors.
Mrs.
Ralph
Clayter
was
in
Rockland
ering on the dying Indian's neck
the camera increases. A piece of
sired angle.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Connors anr'
Friday to visit her mother Mrs. Hiram
and face, remarking with exultation who has employment there.
dark cardboard, rut with an Irregu
"Table-top”
pictures
are,
usually,
In the account of the meeting of Arey who is a patient at Knox Hos
Mr. and Mrs John Connors were re
that this was conclusive proof of
lar edge, laid across the back of the
very much like model stage settings set. will become a range of distant
the Warren Woman's Club of last pital.
Ieatherltpa’ guilt.
cent guests of Mrs. Alfred Dodge, Jr
You
may
use
dolls,
toys,
statuettes,
Tuesday evening, the correspondent [ .Miss AUegra Ingerson. 4-H Club
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Firnhan
hills And a big piece of light card
model airplanes, miniature trains, board. set up well hack of the rest
made an error to the effect th at Miss I agent, and her friend Miss Thomas
spent
last
Wednesday
in
Portland
D irect Taxes
boats—anything at all that appeals of the set up, gives you a good
Mrs. Freeman Dodge and mothei
Direct taxes are paid at first hand Katherine Starrett played a piano I of Augusta spent the holiday in town. No old tawi, declares Phil Baker, the Armour Jester, a t he prepares
to you The point of the whole thing "sky."
solo,
the
credit
of
which
belonged
to
Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey and Mrs. Ev
Miss Nathalie Smith was home from
by the owner of the thing taxed.
to return to the air by cutting himaelf a slice of rare beef.
Is to arrange your subjects in an In Remember that the camera’s out
Real estate and Income taxes are Miss Katheryn Peabody.
erett Barlow motored to Lisbon ant'
Boston over the holiday, returning
teresting. realistic, or fantastic look Is wedge-shaped —narrow close
“Italy was great, but Baker will
JTRESH
from
a
six
weeks
jaunt
examples of direct taxes. Indirect
Phillip Simmons motored Thursday Monday to resume her studies at SimPortland one day recently
be greater," was Phil's only comfashion, and to light thia arrange to the lens and widening out as it
through
Italy,
and
with
a
"pos
taxes are those where It Is recog to Portland with Stanley Cushing of ; mons College and Deaconess School
The past week has been observed a'
ment so that It makes a good pic goes into the distance.
itively fresh" assortment of laughs ment upon his return to America.
nized from the beginning that the Thomaston.
visiting week in the schools. Dist.
I of Nursing.
The greatest fun In this work is
ture.
and accordion tunes, Phil Baker re “The chief hltchback is that my
individual who pays In the first In
Miss Rosa Spear spent a few days
Supt. Dr. Oliver spent Thursday of
' Treasure Island" at the movie turns to mock and rock the air first air show will be inaugurated
Usually, these pictures are taken playing with light Sometimes a sin
stance usually passea on the charge
by a blast from that prize blaster
! last week in town and held the firs'
at close range. If your camera can gle strong flood of light will give
to some one else who may again last week as guest of Mrs. Ellen Well Theatre drew large audiences Friday waves at 9:30 o’clock E.S.T. on Fri
Beetle."
day
night,
over
the
coast-to-coast
not be focused for close-ups, use a you what you want Again, you may
man
at
West
Warren.
quarterly conference at the M E
pass It on until It finally reaches
and Saturday.
The Armour Jester will also have
portrait attachment—a simple, In want one figure lo stand out bril
the subject who bears the burden.
Miss Edna F. Boggs is visiting her
Church in the evening There was a
Arthur Thomas went to Rockland NBC-WJZ network.
with him the bungler, Bottle the
His
first
six
broadcasts
will
be
expensive.
and highly useful little liantly. with everything else sub
s'ster Mrs. William Morrisson in Saturday where he has entered Knox
!covered dish supper at 5 30 on the
dued. To do this, you will have to
from Radio City in New York, butler, and Mabie Albertson, comgadget.
Portland.
Hospital for observation. He was ac where .the huge studio will give medienne of the trouble. Martha
| vestry.
C a th ed ra l S ta tu e* Clothed
There's no limit to the effects you block off most of ihp light with shirt
The Baptist Ladies' Circle are well companied by Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas. Phil's chief heckler Beetle plenty Mears, clear-voiced contralto from
Mrs. Earle Fuller, who has fc“e’
Statues In the cathedral in Mala
can achieve And there's nothing cardboards, books, or whatever you
confined to her bed for some time, r
Mrs. Frank Rossiter had as guests of elbow room for his nefarious the University of Missouri, will be
ga, Spain, wear real clothing and pleaded with an oil heater which they
much more fascinating than work need jewelry. There stands the mascot recently bought and installed at the Fiiday at her home. Mrs. Montllieu work. After that half-dozen spark the featured vocalist when the pro 1now able to be up a short time each
ing them out. Here are some point You'll get your best effects by
of Spain's Catholic kings, "Our Lady Montgomery rooms.
I day.
ers that may save you time and working with the lens at its small
i Grindle. Mrs. Florence Smith, Mrs ling programs, the Armour hour grams are broadcast from New
York with Leon Belasco's orches
of the Victories," an old carved
est opening Allow plenty of time—
trouble'
A party for the members of the | Susan Hopkins and Mrs. Frank will be heard from Chicago, where
tra providing the musie.
It regularly originates.
wooden Image of the Virgin. The
anywhere from ten seconds to a
Remember
that
(he
only
point
of
M A TIN ICU S
carving la very human In appear cradle roll, and their mothers, also I Rogers.
minute or two. depending on the
view
that
matters
Is
the
point
of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bratz of Reance and It Is exaggerated by be for members of the beginners and
view of your camera's lens Your amount of light
in
town
at
the
home
of
Capt.
and
sented
by
the
following
students:
C.
A.
E.
Long
was
a
recent
Racking robed In actual clothing. It la the primary department of the Bap 1nove. Pa., who were guests the past
Too. don't forget that most films
set-up may appear charming from
Mrs. Almond Miller.
land visitor.
the custom In Malaga to put cloth tist Sunday School, will be held at , week of Mrs. Bratz’s sister Mrs. Al- James Barton. Eleanor Calderwood.
register blue as white, and red as
above
or
from
the
side
But
don't
let
The benefit dance held at Shadowing on all religious statues.
Mr. Ford of Sedgwick has returned
the primary room Saturday from 2 ■fred Hall, have returned home, ac Pauline Smith, poems; The Flag
't mislead you The ramern must be black or dark gray A white figure
against a blue background will tend
companied by Mrs. Hall, who will be Salute. Carolyn. Calderwood; Bibl" land Friday night netted a good sum. from Aroostook county where he had
to 4.
pleased.
reading, Ruth Brown. Miss Elizabeth Staffy's orchestra furnished music.
employment, and is now visiting at
Working at close range, the depth to be lost, similarly, a red figure
Robert Stevens who spent the pv.t ! their guest for several weeks.
Homesicknoa*
A A. Peterson entertained the Six Dalton Raynes’.
i f focus of your lens is not likely to will not stand out against a dark
Weekend guests of Capt. and Mrs. Gray was accompanist.
Homesickness sometimes becomes summer here with his aunt Miss
Little
Tailors
Thursday
evening.
b® great So keep the elements background.
Miss
Mabel
Carlon
of
Newton.
Mrs. R. P. Clark of Albion Is vts'tlng
so Intense that the sufferer.not only Susan Stevens has returned to Ralph Bickford were their daughters
It's fascinating business, all In all,
within as short a distance, front to
Dr. J. Albert Avrack of Wilmington her daughter, Mrs. Orren Ames.
loses all desire to eat and sleep but Charlestown. Mass. Miss Stevens Is j Mrs. Lawrence Wyatt of Roxbury. Mass., was guest of her sister Mrs.
back, as possible And the most Im and will repay you well for your pa
Del., has purchased Dog Fish Island I The airplane fronl Roekland mad,
develops a melancholia which leads ln Washington. D C.. for the wintetr. J Mass., and Mrs. Ruth McNally and Owen Roberts over the holiday.
p.jrtant feature should be at the tience and ingenuity.
to Insanity and death. In fact,
husband of Rockland.
Miss Eugenia Carver of Somerville where he expects soon to erect a c o t-, a [rlp QUt here ,ast wwk b,.lngln
The
Girls
Senior
Guild
will
meet
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
point of exact focus
army medical officers recognize it.
Mrs. Ambrose Peterson and son Mass., spent the weekend in town, tage and other buildings. L. A. passcngers.
In extreme cases, as a disability Thursday after school with Mrs. Ella
Coombs has the contract.
Quy perkins of Albion is visiting
Herbert returned Friday from Rock guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett.
which warrants a furlough, or even Caler.
!o soend it, rot being used to so much
Allan Middleton, our Vlnalhaven wjlmer Amcs
BREM EN
Mrs.
L.
B.
Dyer
recently
enter
land
where
the
latter
underwent
a
a discharge, In order to save a sol
Rev. H. I. Holt spoke to the pupils
money
pitcher, has received word to report
Mr and Mrs H j Amcs wcrp re.
Farmers are busy plowing.
dier'! life.—Collier's Weekly.
of the Grammar School Friday aft tonsil and adenoid operation at Knox tained the Mothers’ Club.
Ernest Wcliman of Cohasset Mass,
with
the
Boston
Red
Sox
for
their
pent
visltors
in
R
^
u
n
d
.
Floris Wellman Is driving the and Mrs. Alice Bowes of Greenfield,
Miss Carrie O inn was a Rockland
ernoon on “Future Citizenship " a Hospital.
spring training tour in Florida.
Harold Chandler was a Rockland visitor Friday.
Etta Palmcter of Kents Hill is mak school bus.
talk which was much enjoyed.
M ass. have been visiting at the old
W IL E Y ’S C O RN ER
ing
a visit with friends in this place
visitor
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Beggs
returned
James Trank is assisting his neigh Howard homestead.
Perfect arithmetic papers in Grade
] Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames have re bors in the cutting of next year's
Kenneth Dailey who has been guest Friday from Rockland where they
EA ST UNION
The Courier-Gazette may now be 3 at the Hinckley Corner School the
of his aunt Mrs. Sada Robbins, has were guests of Mrs. Minnie Roberts.
1turned from a few days' visit in Rock- firewood.
past
week
were
by
Raymond
WilSO U TH H O P E
obtained from Alfred Kinney who will
store
land, and were accompanied home b.v
returned
to
Rockland.
Marshall
Drake
left
Saturday
for
Payson
&
Robbins
general
Of course your correspondent is
also be glad to take want advertise4; Muriel Anderson 4. and
At the High School Assembly Friday Cincinnati. Ohio His father Allen now sells The Courier-Gazette.
i their son Maurice Ames of Stamford. ! sure of the Townsend Old Age penR. E. Robbins General Store
Adelbert Lane 1.
m ents an d new subscriptions.
131*tf
Drake
will
spend
the
winter
months
Conn
Week.
Warren
an
Armistice
Day
program
was
pre•sion, but is worried a s to how he is sells The Courier-Gazette.
131'
Diming Education
125*136

A common error lo to confuse the
hedgehog and the porcupine. The
hedgehog la by no means the same,
although there are nitullur charac
teristics. The hedgehog lo a small
animal, the largest being about the
size of a large rat. They do have
spines mixed In with the fur on
their back and those so protected
by nature, roll up In balls when at
tacked, after the manner of a porcu
pine. They feed largely on insects,
mice and eggs. About nineteen va
rieties are known to exist In Great
Britain, Europe and Asia.
The porcupine of the North Amer
ican continent la a far larger ani
mal, weighing as much as 35 and
40 pounds. Their quills or spines
cover the head and back and the
tall as well.
The porcupine Is largely a vege
tarian, feeding on bark and certain
leaves. As food It la considered
highly appetizing and In most sec
tions It Is considered a boon to
hunters. It affords a food reserve
for those unfortunate enough to he
lost without ammunition. The por
cupine seldom hurries and when
approached by an enemy rolls up
with a sense of security. It is eas
ily killed with a club and for that
reason hunters are Inclined to let
the porcupine live excepting ln
cases of emergency.—Washington
Star.
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B J. Ness and daughter with friends
Katherine Anderson, Leah and Har-1
Legal Notices
A P P L E T O N M ILLS
____
i riet Tillson, Anna Severance, Estelle
noticed it as they were passing by.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. ProcureAdvertisement* in this column not to ment
iDivision. Public Works Branch.
The Men's Community Club will Moore. Cecil Day of Thomaston was
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gibson Madeline Ness Butler returned to the exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
D. C . Oct. 23, 1934. Sealed
three times for 50 cents. Addi Washington.
meet in the Congregational vestry to- ' elected treasurer of the State Y. P. S.
tGlenys Hall) have moved from village for help while the men of the cents,
Bids
ln
duplicate, will be publicly opened
tional lines five cents each for one time.
in
this
office
at 1 p. m., Nov. 23. 1934,
party
aroused
the
sleeping
occupants.
10
cents
for
three
times.
Six
words
Rockland
and
will
keep
house
in
one
night at 6. The speaker will be Mar- C. E.
for furnishing all labor and materials
make a line.
and performing all work for extension
of part of her father’s home. This Mr. and Mrs. John Butler and two
shall Bradford, whose reminiscences | Mr, and Mrs. Leon Leighton of the
and remodeling of the U S.Cu.H and
will be a much better arrangement for sons. In a very short time neighbors
of 30 years before the public will be I Knox Hotel are attending the Hotel
P. O. at Rockland. Maine. Attention is
directed
to the special conditions of bid
Mrs. Gibson, who has been driving and friends thronged to the lawn and
full of variety and interest.
Show in New York city. They expect
ding set forth ln the specifications, and
bulletin No. 51 of the Federal Emer
daily from Rockland and teaching in succeeded in saving most of the fur
Mrs. Loring Orff is visiting her : to return home the latter part of the
gency Administration of Public Works
the grammar room here.
niture in the main house.
and Executive Order No. 6646 Draw
mother Mrs. Collamore on the New | week.
ings and specifications, not exceeding 3
Due to the fact that Appleton has
Miss Jeannette Johnson is visiting
SQUARE pin set with brilliants bear sets, may be obtained at this office ln the
County road.
Douglas Walker of Bowdoin Coling initials H. M P Reward Return discretion of the assistant director of
no
telephone
connection
with
Union.
relatives and friends in Old Orchard
Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Day spent i lege spent the weekend and holiday
to SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP Tel. procurement, public works Branch, by
1much valuable time was lost in get- 318-W
135-137 any general contractor, and provided a
and Portland.
a day last week with Mr. and Mrs. at his home here.
deposit of $15.00 is made for each set to
FEMALE beagle rabbit hound, lost, assure its prompt return. One set will
Sympathy
is
extended
to
Mr.
and
tin*
Unlon
flre
department,
as
a
car
Merle Day in Somerville.
I Miss Hazel Harrison returned to
black and white body, brown head and be furnished Builders’ Exchanges. Cham
Mrs Jam es Robbins and family of had “>
* n t fOT them How€ver' ears. HENRY PATTERSON. T en a n ts bers of Commerce or other organiza
The Kneeland house owned by Wil- Farmington Monday after spending
Ghent in the loss of their son Jennlss ’ they arrived on the Mene ln ample Harbor. Tel. 2»-3 Tenant’s Harbor.135-137 tions who will guarantee to make them
liam Tarbox of New York city, is b e - |thc weetend and holida>- with her |
a\allable for any subcontractor or m a
He was well known and universally ti:ne t0 fave thp h®™ and shop- If
interested, and to quantity
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss terial firm provided
ing repaired. The large shed attached parents.
a deposit of $15 00
liked in this community
Appleton had had a chemical or of savings book numbered 2356 and the surveyors,
Is
made
to
assure Its prompt return.
A letter from Mrs. Norman Wolf
has been torn down and a smaller
1could have telpehoned. the large two- owner of said book asks for a duplicate Checks offered as deposits m ust be made
Snt.? r ° l2 w nce8 r c r a \ ™ pr TOUST0'CO P ^ l e to the order- of the Treasurer of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of North
announces their safe arrival at F red
one will be built.
story main part of the house could Vlnae.h.taen
S
OTI°8
®
E “^ Y N o S e " t t a ’nt'
Vassalboro were guests Saturday of
ericksburg,
Va.
easily have been saved, as a strong Receiver Vln.lhaven. Me. Nov « 1934 j
" P£ cu“ X T “ ub.“
r£
Miss Ella Tolman who is at Knox
his father, William Brown.
Philip Newbert has a position as
l j j - i - u t i Branch.
130-T-136
wind kept blowing the flames away
Hospital with a broken hip, will apMr. and Mrs. Ormand Keene and from the main building
predate calls from friends.
, cook on the dredger.
•I
son Philip of Palmer. Mass., were
Many valuable articles were de
Mrs. Luther Clark was entertained
Armistice Sunday was observed with
visitors
Saturday
at
the
home
of
Mr
stroyed. but fortunately the house
at the home of Mrs. Evelyn McKusick union evening services at the Metho-1
and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl.
was insured and all outbuildings were
in Rockland Friday evening.
' dist Episcopal Church. Rev. Hubert
,»
The Farm Bureau will hold an all- saved. This was one of the best form
RM
F. Leach of the Federated Church was
TENEMENT
at
9
Broad
S
t
.
to
let.
five
Charles Morse of Waldoboro was in
day meeting Nov. 14 in the Grange houses in this locality and much sym garage MRS EUGENE HARRINGTON
YOUNG lady would like general house
the speaker, his topic "War or No
town Friday on business.
135-137 work DOROTHY WOOSTER. Vlnalhall. The subject will be "Restoring pathy is extended to Mr. and Mrs Tel 504-J
haven. Me
134*139
War, Which?" The large chorus
I HAVE several good rents to offer
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold choir of the Federated Church, direct
Old Furniture. Mrs. Grace Brown Butler In the loss of their home. They
STEADY WORK -Good Pay. Reliable
Various sizes, reasonable cost. MRS C. man wanted to call on farmers In Knox
and Mrs. Edith Gurney are on the are staying a t present with Mr. and M BLAKE Tel 1061
a fair Dec. 5.
135-140 County No experience or capital need
ed *y Mrs. Russell Davis, with Miss
Write today. McNESS CO.. Dcpt. M.
dinner committee.
Mrs. Cora Currier passed Thursday Woodcock at the organ, sang the a n 
FURNISHED one room, kitchenette ed
Mrs George Merrifield who have
136*It
• • • •
apartm ent. $4 00 a week. V. F. STUD- I Freeport, Illinois.
with Mrs. Nina Tibbetts in Rockland. them "The Nations Praise." Norman,
proved themselves neighbors in the LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
136-tf 1 SMALL house safe wanted State size,
R eb ek ah Officers In sta lled
condition and price. Write J. P. T ,
truest sense of the word. Later, the
Mrs. Luther Clark was a dinner and the response "With Reverent
AT 7 Achorn St.. five room house to
135*137
The Rebekah installation was held Butlers expect to move Into the Kin let. toilet, lights, storm windows, garage. care Courier-Gazette.
Several hymns
guest Thursday of Mrs. Annie Buck Heart," Mendell.
A SAVAGE autom atic rifle. 3000 feet of
last Tuesday evening, with Mrs. Edna ney place, owned by Clarence Ames. $12 A. L RHODES. Union, Me 134-136 second-hand lumber wanted J. V.
were sung by the choir and congrelin of Rockville.
UNFURNISHED, four rooms, good con- I PAULSEN. Thomaston. Tel. 84-2
Moore and staff of Warren who in
I dltlon. $4 00 per week V F. STUDLEY, |
134*136
Fred Hinckley wlio was a visitor in gation, scriptures read by Rev. H. F.
28.1
Main St Tel. 1154.
stalled officers of Golden Rod Re
136-tf j
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
town for two days, returned Friday Leach, and prayer was offered by Rev.
copies
of
The
Courter-Oazette,
with
the
bekah in a very pleasing and efficient home news, at the 'Old South News
WILL sublet for winter furnished five * — — —
„
to Boston. He was accompanied by H. S. Kilborn. Organizations attendent In The Bicknell. TEL ’
_ _ _
_ . - _
•
manner. The officers are: Noble Agency. Washington S t. next Old room apartm
---------------------------1353
,
,
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil who went to ing were WiUlams-Brazier Post. A. L.,
South Church: also at Andelman's, 284
grand. Mrs. Helen Paul; R. S. to noble Tremont St.
HOUSE to let. 129 Rankin St . nine
Needham. Mass, where she will have Battery F National Guard, W om ans
rooms, suitable for one or two families
grand, Mrs. Helen Gushee L. S. to
EDWARD J. HELLIER Rockland Sav
employment in the home of Mr. and Auxiliary of the Post, and Woman's
BEST dry hard wood for sale Cord
ings Bank
134*139 fitted.
noble grand. Mrs. Alice Hall; vice |
$10 Dry slab wood $7 Kindling
Mrs. George Pottle. Another passen Relief Corps.
$115
ft HASKELL BROS.. Water St.
STORAQE place for furniture and
grand. Mrs. Cassie Paul; R. S. to vice
place
for
three
autos
to
let.
J
H
Tel
2
9
- M _______________ 132*134-tf
ger on the trip was a cat which Mrs
grand, Mrs. Grace Brown; L. S. to
MELVIN, 21 Oay St.
135-137
KINEO Furnace for sale. Practically
Mrs. Russell Davis and Mrs. W ar
Clifford Clark was sending to her
STONINGTON
SIX ROOM second Door flat with bath new. a great bargain
vice grand, Mrs. Mabelle Blanchard;
ren Feyler entertained Friday eve
tc let. adults only. Inquire LILLIAN FURNITURE CO. Tel 980. Rockland.
daughter, Mrs. Pottle.
chaplain, Mrs. Mary Ness; recording
BICKNELL.
82
Llmerock
St
134*136
_______________
136-tf
Representatives of the Beta Alpha ning at the latter's home in honor of
secretary, Mrs. Carrie Cummings: j
FIVE room apartment, all modern. In
DELTA motor driven tools lor sale;
Miss
Thelma
Linscott
of
Lewiston,
Barter Block to let HERBERT BARTER 8 In. combination saw table, C In. JolntClub, the Federated Club. Williamsfinancial secretary, Mrs. Amy Esancy;
Tel. 611-W
134-tf er, 12 In. band saw. 24 in. scroll saw.
Brazier Post Auxiliary, and the Pen guest of Mrs. Davis. Picnic supper
FOSS HOUSE Heated front rooms to ¥lONr'T h ™ S to n PLANT
treasurer, Mrs. Edith Gurney; war
t t$3
i up.
„n 77
v j PARK
padv ST.
o»r Tel.
'T’exi 330
ooa
I1
inom aston.
134*136
let,
tecostal Church met in the office of i was served and the decorations were
den, Mrs. Annie Pease; conductor,,
inge
________________________________ 13
the selectmen Thursday evening and I suggestive of Armistice Day. There
I
good
condition,
120
LIM
EROCK
ST.
Miss
Alice
Lovejoy;
musician.
M
rs.1
ATTRACTIVE lower flat at the Cor of
! were three tables of cards and honors
136*tf
Oak and Union Sts., five rooms, bath, city.
made up lists of those persons who
Helen Johnson, inside guardian, Mrs.
gas. electricity, furnace, hot. cold water,
WHEN you are planning to .sell your
would be served by each organization fell to Miss Ada Coleman, Mrs. Ed
__
____
storm windows,
doors,_________
set tubs. ______
Should chickens and fowl, call PHTER EDInez Arrington; outside guardian.
ward
Elliot
and
Mrs.
Hollis
Young,
be
seen
to
be
appreciated.
Oarages
f
o
r
'
WARDS
Tel 806-J. Rockland.
131-tf
at Christmas. Mrs. William Newbert
Elmer Sprague.
H O r l . n t 'm ” MRS CHARLES
SOUND green t ^ d " ^ fur sale. $6
' with a guest prize to Miss Linscott.
JAN ET GA YNOR—as she appears in "Servants' Entrance’’ her newest
was chairman of the meeting.
a
o
rien
t
St
132-tX
I
cord;
long
wood.
,
5
cord.
ALFRED
Union Lodge was invited and pre
I Others present were Mrs. Anita Mes
Startint picture J or Fas.
TWO MODERN six room tenements DAVIS. 8 Lovejoy St. Tel. 56-W.
Mrs. Horace Keizer, Mrs. Evelyn
sented a fine program: Piano solo.
to let. 52-52’,. Summer St. Central lo- j ______
135*137
ser, Misses Helen Kelleran, Gladys
young
lives
it
depicts.
For
while
Reunited for the first time since
ration
Oil burners, garage privilege
Snow. Mrs. Edith Aldrich and Mr.
Mrs. Addie Mitchell; reading. Mrs.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*.
Apply
MRS
A.
C
McLOON,
33
Grove
Doherty.
Helen
Studley.
Mrs.
Marion
190 tf I PromPt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
McCarthy, an engineer on the dredge[
their initial co-starring venture made "State Fair" bordered on the heavy- Ariel Leonard; two readings. Mrs
St. Tel. 253-M. City
129-tf
____
131-tf
G rafton of Thomaston, and Mrs.
dram
a
in
spots,
"Servants'
Entrance
Carroll;
vocal
solo
and
encore,
Mrs.
At
40
Park
S
t
.
Rockland,
lower
tene
excavating the channel, motored Fri
“State Fair" memorable. Janet
ABOUT 50 acres of woodland for sale;
Phyllis Leach of Rockland.
ment of five rooms, to let. with flush also
is
mostly
in
the
romantic-comedy
one
acre
with
old
house.
To
set
Constance
MacPhail;
reading.
Albert
day to Boston, Mrs. Keizer to visit her
toilet, electric lights. TEL. 73, Thom- tle an estate In West Rockport CHARLES
T N these mad days of
The Woman's Baptist Missionary Gaynor and Lew Ayres will be seen class.
aeton.________________________
129-tf L. BOWLEY. Admr.. High St . Randolph.
MacPhail; piano solo, Mrs. Frances
husband. Mrs. Snow to remain for
■* runaway romances and
again as the gay young sweethearts
FOUR ROOM apartment to let All Mass _______ ___________
134*136
In their newest roles Janet por- Lucas; remarks by many of the vlsitthe winter, and Mr. McCarthy on Circle is meeting this afternoon with
modern conveniences, and garage MRS
TEN TON hay. Brunswick pool table.
rather casual marriages,
Mrs. A. F. Rice, Elliot street.
of "Servants' Entrance” when this trays a merry million-heiress of an ors. Supper followed.
A H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Phone n576.
business.
s
30 PUlleta laying. 12x16 sldewa"ill te n t for
D s-tr I sale w c BUBER Warren, Me Tel.
wedding announcements
• • • •
Miss Thelma Linscott of Lewiston very entertaining picture is shown automobile manufacturer who goes Officers installed at the Odd Fel6-31
TENEMENT
at
38
Mechanic
St.
to
let.
132*137
are becoming increasingly I electric lights, flush, reasonable rent.
Loring Orff has been on a week's I who is the houseguest of Mrs. Russell Wednesday and Thursday.
from riches to poverty, and back lows installation Friday night by AlInquire
176
MAIN
ST.
Tel
874-W
important.
The
smarter
Unlike anything in which they again, while Lew is a chauffeur who bert McPhail and staff from Union
years old A K. KALLOCH. Warhunting trip in the West Branch re- ; Davis, was entertained by the mem
_______ _________________________ 124-tf two
rtn. Me Tel 44-2.
134*136
families arc using Linbers of the 'O" Club at a theatre party have appeared before, the story of goes from poverty to riches. Starting; were: Noble grand. Adelbert Edgegion.
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all mod- ,
SON
M
r
c
t
t
a
^
1,
®
P
^
e
„
-le
A
C
Genera*]
M
e
tric
Moweave Wedding Station
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn re at the Strand Monday afternoon fol "Servants' Entrance" will afford from opposite rungs of the social comb; vice grand, Z. C. Gurney; re_
__________ 131-tf tor for sale with starting compensator.
spectators
the
opportunity
to
laugh
ladder,
they
meet
at
the
bottom.
The
cording
secretary.
P.
D.
Perry;
finanlowed
by
dinner
at
Beach
Inn.
Lin
ery for their announce
turned Thursday from a few days’
AT 14 Summer St., unfurnished apart- For price Inquire of LANE & BROWN,
m ent to let. Delco heat, bath, garaiee. , Vlnalhaven. Me
132-137
colnville. Those in the party were at the troubles as they thrill to the climb upward is fraught with humor- cial secretary. Will Arrington, chap
stay in Boston.
ments because ot its ultraApply
IS SUMMER ST., left hand bell
PIOS. five week, Old, as .ante a, most
lain. Rev. L. E. Watson; warden. Rob
Mrs. Walter Henry who has been Mrs Russell Davis, Mrs. Hollis romance of the madcap lovers whose ous and fascinating adventures.
correctness and because
izu-ir | at eight weeks. Why pay such prices
—----------------------MY HOME to let. with or without ’ for pork, perhaps swill fed. when you
ert Perry; conductor, Leslie Hall; ln- I
visiting her mother, Mrs. Nellie Me- j Young , Miss Gladys Doherty and
its rich, vellum-Uke tex
lease, all modern, steam heat, (oil burn- , can have your own and know what they
were visitors Monday at Mr and Mrs side guardian. Jethro Pease; outside
Coy, has returned to her home in Miss Helen Studley.
er). rent reasonable Apply on premises, sre fed Guernsey bull, registered, five
ture
provides
the
perfect
SO U TH HO PE
MRS J D. AKERS. 58 Llmerock St
mo old. will raise your fat quality of
Clarence Robbins.’
guardian, Fred Edgecomb; R. S. t o :
Winchester, Mass.
Roscoe Newell Winslow of Jeffer
background for exquisite
131-tf ' m,11[ ln herd. ROSE HILL FA:,RM. Oi
Owl's
Head. Me. Tel. 341-R
Wilbur DeCosta who recently cam e) son. who with Mrs. Winslow came to
The Community Club will meet at
131-136
noble
grand,
Elmer
Sprague;
L.
S.
to
MODERN
tenement
at
157
Talbot
Ave.
—
__________
_
engraving.
Virginia Dunbar. Ingrid Gath and
Tel. 568-W. OVERNESS SARKESIAN
MOUNTAIN, green, fitted hard wood
to town to make his home with his j spend the weekend and holiday with the home of Mrs. Charles Taylor, Lucille Gath were recent visitors at noble grand, Ralph Conant; R. S. to j
118-tf ; for s»le. $8 cord, fitted dry hard wood
vice grand. A. G. Pitm an; L. S. to I
THE COURIER- j --------------------------------------------------- -— - I $10. half dry. half green $9. dry slabs.
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stetson, died of Thursday with Mrs. Taylor and Fran- the home of friends ln Augusta
[ kindling
HASKELL BROS. Water Bt.
vice grand. Harry Edgecomb
GAZETTE
Mrs. Abiatha Mank, was taken last j cerebral hemorrhage Monday mom- ces Howard in charge.
1Tel 29-M_____________
134*136
William Wellman returned Monday I
RUG and knitting yarn for sale by
week Monday to the Maine G eneral, ing. The body was taken to Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs William Monkhouse
m anufacturer. Samfiles and Knitting
from a hunting trip.
Fire Destroyc Hom:
Hospital. Portland.
by Forest Bond, undertaker of Jeffer - are visiting at Charles Dunbar's.
directions free. H A. BARTLETT. HarMr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Nelson
were
;
mony.
Me______________________128-139
The
so-called
Keating
homestead
Miss Katherine Creighton who has son.
Several from this place attended
THE L. E GRIFFIN rouse at 25 James
visitors
Sunday
a
t
the
home
of
Mrs.
i
w-as
destroyed
by
fire
Nov.
4
The
spent the summer in Connecticut, has
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould re  the dance Saturday a t Hope.
St.. Rockland for sale. Hardwood floors
W E U D I.V U P A P E R S
Nelson's parents Mr. and Mrs. J. O blaze started in the woodshed and
electric lights, large lot. Priced right
turned to Boston Monday after a visit
returned to her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Allen of Rockland Gath.
Apply to M M. ORIFFIN. Rockland Me
the adjoining ell was in flames when |
| ______________ 28-tf
Miss Rosa Teel is now at home alter of two days with Mrs Mabel Creigh
STOP. LOOK. LISTEN! Farmers. Dairy ton.
two weeks’ vacation in Boothbay.
men. Poultrymen! Stover sells "More
Is privileged to Invite one guest. The
For Less" higher quality feeds for less
Mrs. Norman Simmons left Friday
Walter Keating and John Otis of
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
money. Listen, we are pleased to a n 
hour is 8 o'clock.
for Friendship to spend a few days Worcester. Mass., were in town Mon
nounce th at our Stover's Pride pure
guaranteed 20 per rent dairy feed when
with friends.
day to attend the funeral of Edward
analyzed by ofllrlal Inspection No. 152
Edward P. K eating
i
at
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Mrs. Leila Smalley entertained at a P. Keating.
, Station. Orono, was found to contain
Funeral services for Edward P.
picnic supper at her home Thursday 1
• • • •
23 06 per cent protein, or practically a
Keating were held at Saint James
I 24 per cent ration for price of 20 per
evening. The guests were Mrs. Wal- ! MJrs. Keiser. Mrs. Edith Aldrich
I rent ration. Copies ot this report may
Church Monday morning. Mass was
be obtained free by anyone Interested at
ter Henry of Winchester. Mass., M rs.1and Mr. McCarthy returned from
| below address.
celebrated by Rev. Father Hender
Nellie McCoy, Mrs. George Gilchrest. j Boston Sunday.
I The proof of the pudding Is ln the
son. Interment was in Saint James
eating, and talking feeds. Mr Farmer,
Mrs. Jennie Frye, Mrs. Lewis Hanley,
Capt. and Mrs. John Olsen of Bos. I t s the quality packed and found on
Cemetery. The bearers were Charles
j the Inside of the bag asthla above In
The principal advantages of a pipe furnace are the al
Miss Agnes Hanley. Miss Belle Cul- ton arrived in town Sunday. Capt.
spection guarantees, and not ln fancy
len. Miss Edna W atts of Thomaston, I Olsen Is in charge of the dredger, H. Woodcock and William T. Smith
most instant heat it gives when a flre is started, the venti
I printed letters on outside of bag.
of the board of selectmen, Richard O .,
If you want the highest quality feed,
lation provided from constant air circulation, and the
and Miss Stella Comery of Rockland, clearing the channel.
obtainable manufactured at home at less
Elliot. Arthur J. Elliot and Charles I
cost
on the "More For Less’ plan buy
register adjustments which make it possible to control
The garage built by Arthur Pease
Mrs Bessie Crouse and daughter Winchenbach. A large attendance,
Stover's feeds Call, write or phone to 
the temperature in each room individually.
day We make a feed for every need.
on Water street has been moved to >returned to New Hampshire Monday of business men a t the funeral was
Warehouse hours—Open dally 5 30 p m
the Pease property on Gleason street.
Mr. ahd Mrs. J. W. Lineken and a testimony to Mr. Keating's worth
Saturday evenings until 7.30 p. m De
When air is heated It expands and becomes lighter than
liveries
anywhere
wanted STOVER
William Cullen of Lewiston was the ' daughter of Worcester who have been to the community. Twelve years he
FEED MFC, CO. on track at 86 Park
the cold air surrounding lt. This principle Is well illus
St- Tel. 1200.__________________ 134-a 36
holiday guest of his sister. Miss Belle I visiting his brother Frank and sister served on the board of selectmen, an j
trated by the warm air balloons sent up on the Fourth of
CUUen
j Mrs. A. J. Henry have returned to
FOR SALES VALUES: Fine granulated
unusual length of service and by a |
sugar $5.08 per 100 lbs . 25 lbs $1 31July. In these the warm air Is imprisoned In the paper
Squlre's fancy lean smoked shoulders
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne motored to ; their home.
good clean life and faithful perform- i
balloon, and ln rising carries the balloon with it.
14c lb.; slack salted fish 10c lb.: maca
Round Pond Friday to visit her \ Confirmation Instruction of St.
roni and spaghetti 10 lb. box 89c. 20 lb.
ance of duties he won the esteem and ,
box $1.49; pure or compound lard 4 lbs
brother-in-law who had been Injured d°h n s Church meets tonight a t 7 JO confidence of the public. The inter
50c ; fancy molasses 63c gal.; seeded
A
Constant
Circulation
of
Heated
Air
In an automobile collision.
■
Gleason street.
raisins 4 pkg. 35c; salt mackerel 20 lb.
ests of the town appealed to him
tub $1 49; granulated meal 10 lbs 39c:
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Liniken and
The 150th anniversary of the estab- more strongly than party ties or per
A pipe furnace consists of an efficient heater sur
,r° ° a t s 5 lbs. 25c; soda crackers 2
lbs 29c; salt pork 16c lb: native John
daughter of Worcester are visiting his hshment of the Apostolical Episco- sonal interests and It will be diffl- I
rounded by a closed casing of sheet steel. Prom the top
son and yellow eye beans 10 lbs 79cbrother Frank Linekin and
sister pate in North America will be cele- cult to fill his place.
1
bZ.aI? 5 lb’ 29c: Purity salt 10 lbs'.
of the casing, pipes are taken to registers in the different
19e: 50 ft. clothes line 39c: motor oil 2
Mrs. Arthur J. Henry
brated tomorrow at St. John’s Church
, gal. can 93c; rolled roofing $1 25 rollMr. Keating was a son of George |
rooms of the house. Return, or cold air pipes are con
axe handles. 29c; shovels all sizes 75c to
• • >.
j with a Eucharist at 9 a. m. In 1783
nected with registers in the floor of one or two down
Keating of Whitefield and Helen j
85c; long handled spades $149 Dlrlgo
Capt. Obed A. Andrews whose' Rev. Samuel Seabury, an Angelican
roof paint $125 gal; Carbollneum $1.35
(Rivers) Keating of Cushing. He
stairs rooms and lead to the bottom of the furnace casing.
gal.; White Rose Flour 99c bag. $7 85
funeral was held Monday at the priest in the diocese of Connecticut,
bbl ; Stovers Pride $1 15 bag. $8 90 bblwas born in Thomaston. Aug. 9. 1863
When a flre Is built in the furnace, air ln the casing is
, Plllsburys Best $119 bag; Occident
Martinsville Church, was a resident of was chosen as the cleric to receive
About one-half of his life was lived
heated and rises through the warm air pipes to the rooms,
I $1.29; corn, cracked corn and meal $1 88
this place 25 or more years, and was the Episcopate. To do this he had to
j Faimers Favorite dairy feed $1.88: More
in Worcester, Mass., where he fol
being replaced by the cold air which enters the casing
For Less dairy feed $1 98; Stover's egg
master of a number of Thomaston travel to England and then to Scot
, mash $2 25; More For Less egg mash
lowed the trade of painter. He re 
through the cold air return pipes. This circulation pro
with Nopco XX oil $2.35 Native pota
built vessels. He returned to St. land where after the regular Ecclesi
turned to Thomaston to make his
toes 15c peck. 49c bushel Native Fresh
vides for healthful ventilation in every room.
George, his native town, about 1900 astical formality. Tie was on Nov. 14.
Eggs 40c dozen
Warehouse hours—
home 17 years ago. He is survived
Open dally until 520 p. m . Saturday eveInterment will be in Thomaston ceme 1784, consecrated the first bishop of
i nings until 7.30 p. m. Deliveries anywhere
by two sisters, Mrs. W. J. Robertson,
wer.ted. STOVER FEED MFO. CO on
North America. Lord Bishop of Aber
tery.
Healthful Mo'.st Heat AU Winter Long
and Miss Elizabeth Keating of Thom
track at 83 Park St Tel. 1200
134-136
Edwin S. Vose who had been at deen and Orkney Dr. Deane is in
Every Glenwood furnace Is equipped with a built-in
1 LADIES—Reliable hair Roods at Rockaston, a brother Walter Keating of
this
country
for
the
celebration
of
this
Knox Hospital, returned Saturday to
land Hair Store. 24 Elm Lt. Mall orders
Worcester. Mass., and cousins John
water pan. As air circulates through the system it ab
I solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-j
his home in North Cushing. He is historic event.
I
________
131-tf
Otis
and
Mrs
Raymond
Beattie
also
sorbs r.-' sture from the pan and overcomes much of the
• • • •
being cared for by Thomas Long of
of Worcester.
excessive
dryness
that
is
always
caused
when
cold
out
Miss Rita Smith read a poem at the
Thomaston.
K
side air is raised to 70 degrees.
I’
Miss June Henry, student in a com Armistice Day observance Sunday
II
mercial school in Portland, spent the night.
It
A
sm?.L!
deposit
and
the
balance
in
weekly
Beta Alpha to the number of 20
weekend and holiday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Henry. met Monday evening at the Baptist
j PIOS killed, good work, prompt servor monthly payments
5 ice. MASON fi JOHNSON. Pleasant
The Baptist Church will have an -I Church. The time was employed in
Gardens Tel 912-W
138-128
other evening of music next Sunday making articles for distribution
KEYS! KEYS’ KEYS’ Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
at 7.30. The Little Symphony O r-I Ten members of Arcana Lodge,
| original keys are lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
chestra, the church choir, and a solo- K. of P., visited Boothbay Harbor
yonill find the best val
I locks without bother. Scissors and
1st from Rockland will be on the pro Lodge Monday night, and reported a
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
ues in used Furniture Is
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO
fine time.
gram.
I Main 8t„ Rockland Tel. 791
131-tf
ln the columns of the
The Thomaston delegation to the
The Half-Hour Reading Club will
NOTICE: Seized for violation of the
W ant Ads of
Tariff Act of 1930 3 cases of Alcohol from
meetings of the Lincoln and Damari have another of its pleasant gather
a Ford V-8 Truck, stake body, canopy
scotta Young People’s Society at ings at the home of Miss Christine
covered. Maine License XZ-164 while In
The
isteh Vl,C
at,Ti'ty
Brunswlck. Maine. Oct.
Rockport Friday and Saturday was Moore next Friday evening, when
16th. 1934. and operated by persons u n 
Courier-Gazette
known; any person claiming this Alco
comprised of the following, Olive El Miss Winifred Coughlin of the Rock
hol m ust file claim and give bond at
Customs Office at Rockland, Maine w ith
well, Elizabeth Brown, Cecil Day, land Public Library, will be the guest
i n twenty days from Nov. 3. 1934 other
Joseph Cross, Frederick Elwell, Olive speaker, her subject the new books
wise the goods will be forfeited to the
Government. JOHN H. DOOLEY.
Rowell, Hester Foster, Marie Clark, of today. Each member of th e club jzfajHjHJZJzreJzrarajzjararararazrar.
Collector of Customs.
132-S-138
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Seventy years ago today Gen. Sher
R U SSIA N M USIC
man began his famous "March to the
Sea.” We are still whistling and sing Finds Expression A t Friday
ing the famous song.
N ight’s M eeting of The
_____
R ubinstein C lub
There will be no meeting of the I
Diligent Dames this week.
The Rubinstein Club meeting Fri
day
evening brought out a large
In addition to personal notes regard
Mrs. Ada Emery has returned to
Miss Marie Lawry is convalescing
ing departures and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially deslrea Information of Owl's Head after visiting her daugh at Knox Hospital after receiving sur number of members augmented by
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. ter, Mrs. Raymond K. Green.
gical treatment.
25 or more non-members privileged
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE _______ _____770 or 784
Circle supper at the Universalist' sterling Morse, Rcbert Saunders to enjoy the fine program by pay
vestry Wednesday at 6 will have Mrs I and Ernest Johnson motored to Bar ing a small fee. In deference ta the
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Young ex
program subject "The Music of Old
Frank A. Tirrell as chairman.
(Harbor Saturday and witnessed the
pect to leave Thursday to spend the
and New Russia." decorations fea
- —
i football game between Bar Harbor
winter in St. Petersburg.
Mrs
tured a colorful shawl draped as a
Rounds Mothers Class will meet [nigh and Rockland High.
Young's mother, Mrs. Isabel Twadbackground, a group of quaint Rus
Thursday at 7:30 at the home of Mrs.
dell, goes to Bangor to visit hei'
sian dolls brought by Mrs. Elise
David Ecach. Highland street, assist
This is on off week with the boxers
daughter, Mrs. Earl Harbach, later
Allen Corner, and pictures of nota
ing hostesses to be Mrs. Kenneth
going
to
visit
relatives
in
Spear, Mrs. A. J. Murray and Mrs.
Leonard Quinn and Pink Burkett ble Russian musicians.
Massachusetts.
In the brief business session Mrs.
John G. Snow.
went into the big woods near Whiting
last week, and got so far in that they Dora Bird was announced as a dis
Misses Mary Wasgatt and Corice
Miss Christine Norwood of Auburn got lost. Two game wardens and 15 trict director of the Maine Federa
Thomas returned Monday from a
was guest for the weekend and holi volunteers hunted for them until 1 tion of Music Clubs succeeding Miss
week’s motor trip to Boston and New day of Mrs. Damie Rose Gardner.
a. m.. before the missing nimrods Caroline Littlefield, resigned. Mrs.
York.
Faith Bert-y announced the State
were located.
board meeting to be held on Wed
Mrs. Arnold Rogers entertained
Browne Club meets Friday evening
The Club Friday evening.
The Daily Report of Ontario, Calif., nesday, Nov. 14, a t the home of Mrs.
at the Corner room, with Mass Crystal
under date of Oct. 31 had this social Guy Gannett, president of the State
Cameron as hostess.
Miss Hazel Vaaso was home from item: 'Mr. and Mrs. Dana Brewer Federation, to meet Mrs. John Alex
Farmington Norfnal School for the were hosts at a Halloween bridge sup ander (Jardine, National president,
Chapin Class meets this evening
weekend.
per. entertaining a group of some two also a meeting a t Augusta on Nov. 21
with Miss Edna Payson, 81 Grace
score friends at the Hotpoint Club. with Miss Caroline Fenno Chase to
street.
,
Mrs. L. E. Wardwell entertained at The rooms were in gay attire for the discuss club matters.
• W in ter or su m m er W e stin g h o u se “ S a fety -Z o n e" R efrigeration
Miss Caroline Littlefield for Old
luncheon and contract at her Camden affair and some 10 tables were used in
Methebescc Club meets Friday at
home Friday, her guests being Mrs. the card tourney. Bridge prizes were R u s.a and Mrs. Irene Walker for
a lw a y s k e e p s fre sh fo o d sa fe ly fr e s h ! In A d d itio n to th is e ssen 
2:30 at the home of Mrs Ruth EUingM. R. Pillsbury Mrs. Kennedy Crane, awarded Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Herron, New Russia presented most inter
wood, Talbot evenue. with Mrs. Irene
tia l y ea r ’round p r o te ctio n W estin gh ou se a lso g iv e s a ll o f th e
Sirs. E. J. Hellier, Mrs. J. Fred I Mr. and Mrs. George Van Houten. esting papers, the contast in condi
Shirley Moran giving a talk on “The
Knight, and Mrs Henry B. Bird, of Mrs. Fred Gloor and Lynn Griffith, tions of the old and new sharply
im p o rta n t im p ro v em en ts o f m o d e m refrigeration . , . low er-cost,
Women of Washington's Political
Rockland; Mrs. Edith Kelley of Mrs Earl Whitehouse and M. Monroe drawn. The program:
Circles”. There will also be current
trou b le-free op era tio n . . . so m a n y extra fe a tu re s o f con ven ien ce.
Lexington. Mass., Mrs. Frank Mans received the five hundred awards. Old Russia
events and music, a piano solo by Mrs.
Folks Songs—Mother. Do Not Scold Me
field of Camden. Mrs. Pillsbury and Apple cider and doughnuts featured
The Sun Is Low
A n d W estin g h o u se g iv e s 5 Y e a rs’ Service P r o te c tio n on th e
Sadie Leach.
Evelyn White
the delicious refreshments, which Dance—Russian
Mrs. Knight wofl honors.
Peasant
,
h e r m etica lly -se a le d m e ch a n ism o f all stan dard m o d e ls for o n ly $1
Ellse Corner
followed the evening's play.
Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe in
Folks Songs—Do Not Oo, Gregory .....
fcharles E. Bicknell of University of
a yea rl C om e in for a d e m o n stra tio n — tod ay!
Ukraine
the city Sunday were accompanied
The Red Sarafan
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Angus moMaine visited his mother Mrs. Frances
The Volga Boatman
by Miss Annie Ervine of Round Pond.
Bicknell over the weekend. He was tored from Everett to spend Armistice
Gladys Morgan
New Russia
„ . ,.
i accompanied by Robert McLaren of ’ Day with Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Stone, Reading—My Native Land ......... Tolstoi
Mrs
G. v.
C luugni,
Knight, Mrs. Rhama i Wiscasset and R A Walton 0( Weiies- : Broad street,
Mrs. u
A Work of Art ................... Tchekov
s in is its “is r iu .iiii" ntw its si* sis si* r. wniis
Ethel Sezak
Philbrick and Mrs. Parker Worrey
ley, Mass.
Soprano—Was I Not a Blade of Grass
were hostesses for the silver tea given
sits m i l riEii ass s is u ir ii.g v s s n is iiiit litis
Tchaikovsky
Julia A. Barker who is a t the
Damie Gardner
Friday a t the home of Mrs. Minnie
Rear Admiral William Veazie P r a tt, home o i George Edwin Clark. 10
Plano duo—Polonaise. No. 3. from
i n m i “ itr tT T - i ii i " V i i r i i i i i i m s t . ’g . g .
Suite. Op 15 ....................... Arensky
Rogers for the benefit of the Citizens will be the speaker before the Baptist Broad street, will leave Friday for
Margaret Stahl. Clemlce Blacklngton
Civic Committee.
Men's League Thursday night, a n d ! Stockton Springs.
136-lt Contralto — The Rose Enslaves the
Nightingale ............. Rimsky-Korsakov
President Hart wants the emmbers to |
-----------------Over the Steppe ...... Gretchanlnoff
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalnaven All the house and give him a rous
Lullaby ........................ GretchanlnofT
Lydia Storer
M
O
U
N
T
P
L
E
A
SA
N
T
was guest for the weekend of her ing reception. Admiral P ratt’s sub
Chorus—The Shepherd Lehi „.........
Rimsky-Korsakov
daughter. Mrs. Charles Schofield.
Henry J. Marchand of Billerica.
ject is one that is bound to Interest
Club Chorus
Directed
by
Faith
G. Berry
every member—“What About the Mass., and Fred Frohock and Mrs
Among University
of
Maine Navy? Nobody is better qualified to Gladys Carver of Lincolnville were
Accompanists were Mrs. Nettie
students home for the weekend and djscuss that topjc and jg quite likely i dinner guests at Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Averill and Mrs. Ruth E. sanborn.
holiday were Richard Sto ar .
jje may de faced with a barrage Smith's last Thursday, Mr. Mar- The program of Nov. 23 will have
Frederick Hall. Russell Bartlett Jr., ji of questions
------------------------------,
Miss Hazel Marshall as chairman,
when tfce open ------forum be- chand remaining overnight.
To own an
Robert Allen and Hervey Allen.
gins. The women will again endeavor Mr. and Mrs. H. Maurice Carroll are her subject to be “The Muscial
j to see how nice they can make the receiving congratulations on the birth Amateur." The miscellaneous il
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and j supper.
of a son, Royce Arnold. Mrs. Burgess lustrations will be given by Mrs
Mrs. Sarah Billings, of Portland were
of Bucksport is caring for the mother Nettie Frost, Mrs. Esther Berman.
a t their cottage at Lake Megunticook
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore S. Bird of and
one
Mrs Hazel Eaton and Mrs. Kathleen
for the weekend and holiday.
3> Lindsey street. Rockland, were re
Marston, vocal; Miss Edna Gregory
a a n ,d C E N T R A .« f $ iM A IN E
cent guests at Hotel Lincoln in New
Miss Nathalie Jones and Miss AlRalph Trim was on North Haven
York.
cada Hall, piano; Mrs. Blanche Mor
WED.-THURS.
last week on business.
POWEI /tO M P A H Y
ton, reading.
Mrs. Oliver W. Holden and Miss
S h e f le d from th e
Electric R e frig e ra to r
Mrs. L. E. Blackington and daugh
Margaret Crockett were hostesses at
ter, Miss Gertrude, went to Boston a kitchen shower Thursday evening
SIM O N TO N
/ a w — o n ly
Sunday for a week's stay. They were at Mrs. Holden's home on Llmerock
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Talenaccompanied by Mrs E. L. Spear who
street, given in honor of Mrs. Percy R.
to
h
e
blocm,
residents of this community
was in Boston over the holiday.
' Keller of Camden. The bride received
unti! their buildings were partially
destroyed by flre three years ago and
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is | many lovely gifts. Bridge was played,
sponsoring a card party at Grand prizes for high and low scores going
who have since been living in MontArmy hall this evening. Mrs. Millie to Mrs George Boynton and Miss
ville, have moved Into C. J
After three more weeks of present
where they were met by others and
PLE A SA N T PO IN T
CUSHING
Thomas, Is in charge, and play be Helen Dougherty. Among those pres
Mathews' place, and will be located
very pleasantly entertained by Mr ing his Club Paradise Revue around
ent were Mesdames George Boynton,
there Indefinitely.
Mr. Mathews
gins aX 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson of
Mrs. Lana Killeran motored Fri and Mrs. Milton Robinsso at their Maine theatres, Ray Marr jumps
James G. Hutchins, John Alley, Rob
who since the death cl his wife Pittsfield, Mass., were visitors Sun day to Portland with Mr. and Mrs attractive home. The regular meet
direct to Chatanooga. Tenn., where
Mrs. L. N. Littlehale has closed her ert Smith, Johnson Talbot and the
some three years ago has been living day of last week at Riley Davis'.
ing of the Mending Club was held
Burgess Simmons of Friendship.
home on Union street and went Misses Eleanor Hanson, Winnifred
he will start a four months tour of
that
evening
instead
of
Thursday,
in
there alone, will make his home with
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lufkin and j Mrs. Annie Rivers saw the meteor
Saturday to Southbridge, Mass., to Burkett, Hazel Baker, Dorothy Went
the South, including Birmingham,
them for the winter.
order
that
it
might
not
conference
young son and daughter. Mrs. Lester | which Illumined the heavens Wednes
spend the winter with her daughter. worth. Helen Dougherty, all of CamAtlanta, New Orleans and Miami, adv.
services a t the Baptist Church.
Errold Simonton who has been Lufkin and Mrs. Emma Creamer were ' day night.
Mrs. Jesse Jones. Her address is 112 i n .
employed in the Aroostock potato visitors last week Sunday at Riley ,
Mrs. Nellie Luce Thompson of
I
Chapin street.
country
the past two months, a r Davis’.
Mrs. M. K. Eaton has gone to Hyde
Friendship spent Thursday with her
rived home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. Park. Mass . ta spend the winter with
Mrs. Madeline Stlmpson has re- j former neighbor and schoolmate. Mrs,
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The erection of the snow fcfces turned home from Lexington, Mass., I
entertained Informally at buffet sup hyr daughter, Mrs. Helen Moran.
Inez Fogerty.
makes one think of winter.
per and cards Saturday, in honor of
where she was the guest of her cousins
Albert Orff and A. H. Young are
The link in the third class high Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Simpson. She
tZeir guests Mr and Mrs. S. Dodge
Miss Frances Hodgdon spent the
in
the northern woods deer hunting.
way from the Buzzell place up over Is very grateful to all those who
Bridge of Portland. Others present weekend and holiday with relatives in
Mrs. Genieva Thompson, Mrs.
the hill has been completed, making made the trip possible.
were Mr. and Mrs. John Haines M e-| Boston.
Lizzie Thompson of Friendship, ac
a
decided improvement. Much
Loon. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K Orne.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Wotton. Mr. and companied by Mrs. Lizzie Fales,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Hunt returned
blasting was done to straighten the
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlett, Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight Wotton and two children daughter Barbara and Mina A. Wood
Saturday from a deer hunting trip in
road as much as possible. The
Mrs. T. C. Stone and Mr. and Mrs
of Friendship were at F. A. Flintan’s cock of this place, motored Saturday
tfie vicinity of Springfield. Me., bring
highway is now ln good condition
Donald Leach.
one
day last week.
ing back a buck deer. They were ac
to Hebron where Mrs. Genieva
from the town line to West and
Mr.
and Mrs. James Seavey have Thomspon at one time had attended
companied
by
M.
S.
Moors
of
Augusta
Meadow streets.
Mrs. Bertha Spofford has gone to
North Carolina to .spend tthe winter who shot a doe.
R. W. Cripp has recently com returned from Rockland where they school before it became a school for
bined another milk route with his have been staying while Mr. Seavey boys only. She saw several new
with her son, Harold Spofford.
The Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., j
was serving on the jury. Richard buildings also many other improve
already large business—that of Wil
has
announced the appointment of
Davis was also one of the jury.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar of
ments since she was a student there.
liam Annis of Hosmer Pond road.
Vlnalhaven arc guests of their daugh Ralph K. Wormhood as traveling pas
Oscar Bilideau has been spending They called on friends in Lewiston,
A
baked
bean
supper
was
served
senger agent with headquarters at the
stopped at other places of interest
ter. Mrs, Merle Hutchinson.
in Community hall last Thursday a few days in Prospect.
company's main offices on India
Mrs. Alice Mank was a recent visitor and passed a delightful day.
night
by
the
ladies
and
was
much
Mrs. Fred Seavey and daughter. Wharf. Boston. Mr. Wormhood has
Albert Orff and A1 Young are try
with her sister Mrs. Susie Davis.
enjoyed.
Mrs. William Heal. Mrs. Fred Hooper been with the Eastern six years and
ing
their hunting ability ln the West
•
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Morse are pre
and son Wilfred, and Edwin S. before that was with other transpor
Branch region.
paring
their
house
at
Thomaston
F
ir
st
A
rm
istice
Day
Hooper, of Martinsville and Port tation lines. Until recently when he
N. J. Peck and William T. Andrew ,
Sixteen years ago last Sunday it where they are planning to reside.
Clyde, were dinner guests Friday of joined the passenger department at
of
Woodbridge, Conn., are at Saints |
Miss Melba Ulmer and Hiram Ul
the main offices he served as ticket
was the writer's privilege to stand
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Crie.
Refuge
for an indefinite stay.
mer
of
Waldoboro
recently
visited
agent at the Boston-New York Ticket
on lower Broadway, New York city,
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts is guest of her Office on India Wharf and in the
Miss Thelma Wales is receiving!
NIGHT
and witness one of the greatest friends and relatives here for a few
sister. Mrs. John DeOrsay in W ater Boylston street office. Mr. Wormpianoforte instructions from George I
demonstration this country has days.
ONLY
Robbins.
hood is a native of Winthrop.
ville.
ever
known,
the
celebration
of
the
W.
G.
Maloney
is
recovering
from
8.30 P. M.
—
Chadbourne Simmons of Friend
ending of the World War.
a broken rib received in a recent tall
Miss Grace Cunningham spending
*The Six Dancing Debutantes,
It was a scene long to be remem
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights ship was at B. S Geyer’s last Tues- [
the weekend a t her home in Wood- featured with the Ray Marr Club
bered. The street was completely daughter Constance and Mrs. W. G. day to have his horse shod.
stock. N. B., was accompanied by Paradise RevuC. pitying the Park
filled with ia crowding, pushing Maloney were Portland visitors Sun
Mrs. Albert Risteen is at Knox
Miss Kathleen Haskell as her guest. Friday and Saturday, run the entire
throng, seemingly gone mad with day of last week.
Hospital for treatment.
gamut of dancing routines. They
Miss Georgie Young of this place
joy over the good news while from
Mrs. Edith Maloney entertained at
Mr. Foster of Rockland was recent
have perfected stage routines in
the windows of the tall buildings who now has employment in New ly in town to tune the organ at the
two tables of cards Thursday evening,
came a deluge of paper cut and torn buryport, Mass., was a recent week Baptist Church.
the occasion celebrating her birthday rhythm, futuristic, tap, baclf soft
and toe dancing. Imagine the
into small pieces until it looked like end guest of her parents, Mr. and
Although Mrs. Maloney carefully shje
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney apd
ofitime Wataon Beef Trust line of
a snowstorm and covered the street Mrs. Walter A. Young of Pleasant Miss Constance Knight of Pleasant
guarded the significance of the date,
girls
attempting
the
modern,
intricate
On
Our
Stage
Point,
and
her
brother
Walter
D.
to e depth of several inches.
the news got out and her friends came
Point were visitors at B S. Geyer's
BRING YOUR BUCKS
It hardly seems possible th a t 16 Young of Thomaston.
laden with gifts and other tokens of steps demanded of these girls and at
last Tuesday.
the
breakneck
employed
by
Don
years have elapsed since that day.
regard. Honors were won by Mrs.
NOTE!
Mrs. Homer Marshall is suffering
FOR YOUR ADDED PLEASURE
Nevertheless it Is a fact, and much
K ate Hall and Mrs. Annie Aylward. Healy and his Rhythm Boys. adv.
Due to Length of Aurtion, Only
from an attack of erysipelas in her
M
>on
Healy,
well
known
piano
player
“Fugitive Lady” will be shown at water has passed under the bridge
with Mrs. June Kalloch low. B irth
BETTY BOOPS PRIZE SHOW
NOW I EAT
left hand.
day cake was augmented by ice cream and leader of the Rhythm Boys who second show; first show complete. during th a t time. Many whom we
Mrs. Harry Young is improving at
A PPLES
and other goodies. Others present are featured with the Ray Marr Club
knew then have passed to the great
|
GEORGE ARLISS
NOW
Knox
Hospital and anticipating an
Paradise
Revue,
has
a
large
following
TODAY
No Upset Stomach
were Mrs. R. C. Lufkin. Mrs Ochea
Unknown.
PLAYING
_
in
early return to her home.
JOAN BLONDELL in
/
in "fllE LAST GENTLEMAN”
Thanks to Bell-ans
Sidecsparker. Mrs. Belle Lewis. Mrs. abound Rockland. If you wish Don
Mrs. Lora Olson. Florence Geyer.
"KANSAS CITY PRINCESS”
Pauline Hutchinson, Miss Ruth t * play any particular number for
P O R T CLYDE
you, Manager Dandlneau will pass
Peterson and Mrs. Ozora Turner.
Quicker Relief because lt DISSOLVES In Nellie Davis, Nora Ulmer, Mildred
water, reaches stom ach ready to aot Sure Pottle. Mrs. Mary Robbins. Katheryn
Shows, 2.M, 6M. KM
the request on to Don, so get in touch
The Courier-Gazette is now on sale Relief
since 1897 and Trial Is Proof. 25c.
Continuous Saturday
Maloney. Grace Miller. Mr. and Mrs
Park your car under cover, day or with Mr. Dandeneau or leave the
at the Postoffice and Miss Buker wilt
2.00 to 10M
evening for 25c. Fireproof Garage, number at the Park box office and
Everett Davis, son Philip and Carrie
also be glad to take new subscriptions
•lUM|
Geyer motored Wednesday to Warren
125*136
Rockland.
117-tf Don will be glad to comply, adv.
TO* INDIGESTION

glJT BO
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MAINE P O T A TO W EEK

AUTO

Com ’r W a sh b u rn Sounds a
Call F o r the Aid of Maine
Farm ers

“ Y O U A N D Y O U R C A R ’’
Points of Personal In
terest to Every Motorist

T:diy the po a'o growers of Maine
a:e fac ng an emergency that must
directly effect every citizen of this
k
State. Thousands of bushels of this
year's record crop of potatoes are
new stored in barns and sheds that
are not adequate protection against
severe winter weather. To combat
this emergency, the danger of loss

by

Frederick C, Russell
A Natioral Motor Authority
(Copyrighted

A motorist doesn't have
the crank along in order
something.

O D D IT IE S

-© 1934—Gulf Refining Company-

Music

FROM O K C A N S
'
1
1
'

NArzves o f invo - china
FASHION T H e s e PecuilAK. MUSICAL.
INSTHUMCNTS FHOM DISCAWCD
O IL TINS

i for the speed of the car and the gear
! combination used the best of clutches
will fail to transmit power smoothly.
Many drivers either feed too much
by freezing we have created Maine
When Gears Slip Out
ga= or not enough when allowing the
Potato Week, beginning Monday and
owboat
When gears slip into neutral the clutch pedal to come up.
ending Saturday, Nov. 17.
THIS MINATUHF
indica’ions are that there is some
Watch Out For This
I
tour vu veu By
During this week we ask the peo
thing wrong with the locking device
At this time of year it is highly im
a
House rowefi.
in the shifting mechanism.
To
ple of Maine to buy Maine potatoes
portant to be able to tell instantly
CtAsouue bnoing
remedy this serv.ee men have fre
in
quantity,
to
follow
the
good
New
•
whether sudden racing of the motor is
is c^pAac-e o f
quently installed a new coil spring or
England cus'om of buying and stor- J
*• serif St
/•
towing a feouuA
1due to slippage at the clutch or at the
stretched the old one ‘to increase
ing their winter's supply of spuds.
S ite -rowboat
rear wheels. Since the latter variety
tension. Others have cut the grooves
Such quality purchasing is by no
of slippage may lead to a skid, watch
deeper. One remedy that is so simple
means ill-advised from the stand
for it diligently and identify It by
as to be overlooked in ninety-nine per
point of personal thrift. Today our
the fact that the motor will race while
cent of such casts is to remove the
Maine farmers are selling quality
Q FFICIA L warning froat IB * of! aoma water, and fill the radiator
the speedometer will show a much
should be inspected for leaks,
original steel ball ar.d insert one a
potatoes
at a price far below the
with
an
antl-freeze
preparation
American
Automobile
Aiwortaand
necessary
repairs
made.
higher reading than the speed the
little smaller.
actual co't of production. You can
”Llttle or do attention la given to
tlun coupled with U S Weather
car really is traveling.
1 Use a standard anti freeze so
Where engines are free to reck be
Bureau prediction* that thin winter loose connection* and small leak*
lution. preferably of the per 1 save by buying now.
Pulls Down The Juice
sure to check up on the motor supwill be the severer! In year*. la be In tha ooollng system. This often re
Maine this year has an all-timemanent type Motorists are esThlS FOWeKFUL MAGNFf ts
ing broaduaat to motorist* through sult* In waste of tha anti freeze
po:ts btfore accusing the gears of
This is the logical season for know
record crcp of nearly 54 000.000
apeclally warned agalnat "per
u s e o TO -OEMOve TOOLS AND
mixture
through
aeepage,
and
tha
out the country
caus.ng their own slippage. A motor ing how batteries run down. Even
mauent* anti freezes which
bushels cf potatoes. The crop for
dulls lost in T h e bottom
Groaning etartera. (puttering motortat find* bla car frozen at a
are not permanent These boll
that rocks too freely naturally makes experienced owners don't know all
the United States as a whole is only
of oil wFLLS
lima
whan
It
la
moat
needed
"
Pro
carburetors, steaming m o t o r a,
away and leave the car un
for insecure gear engagement.
the points. Leaving the car in reverse
normal, approximately 360.000 000
cedure advised by the beat automo
emergency trucks changing bat tive engineer* la a* follow*.
protected later when an extra
will keep tne backing light on and
bushels. Drouth and other factors i
Still On The Upgrade
teries and tow truck* hauling care
cold spell arrives.
The best
L Give tha cooling system a
waste current. Leaving one of the
prevented our competitors in the na- I
away for a thaw-out” I* the picture
permanent
anti
freeze
Is
the
In spite of the fast that 1934
thorough flushing to remove
tonneau doors open will let the ton
painted
by
the
AA
A
In
It*
ramlnd|
tiotal
market from following our ,
only
safe
one.
and
Is
by
far
brought into the automotive picture
(1) The natives of Indo-China fashion these queer musical instruments
* all scale and ru st Tha water
ai to automobile owner* that
the cheapest In terms of pro
neau light run down the battery. And
example.
On the face of these facts
boa*
should
ba
disconnected
from discarded oil cans. (2) This tiny boat powered by a 1« H.P. gasoline
some engineering developments that
prompt
preparation
for
winter
driv
lection, s o d * therefore of ! there appears to b? no reason to |
if the generator relay, or "cut out”,
and cleansed with a washing
motor is capable of towing a full sized rowboat with two people in it.
were premature the year ahead
ing will save them untold expenaa
money Investment
sticks the battery will discharge back
solution, ona preferably con
: suppose th a t the low erice level
(3) Bits of drills, tools and other equipment lost in oil wells are recovered
and annoyance
promises to be even more fruitful c f '
taining ends
The shove map shows when tha
into the generator. It is a good plan
prevailing row will be maintained
by this powerful magnet which is capable of lifting three people.
innovations. Tire man who thought
"Many car owner* await th* first
1 Tighten all parts of tha cool first freezing weather Is normally
to see that the ammeter registers
We feel th a t the sections of the
radio or newapaper report of fram 
the automobi.e was n;a lng perfect on
ing
ayatem.
with
particular
at
due In different sections as Indl
zero when the car is left with all
csuntiy customarily buying potatoes
ing weather before giving any at
will have a difficulty time of it re
tention to hose connections, cated by U S Weather Bureau av
lights and motor off.
from our competitors will turn to us substantially, to practice thrift at a
tention
to
th*
car
In
the
way
of
pre
gaakela
expansion plates, erages This year, however, freezing
conciling himself to the changes that
paring It for cold weather,* the
drain cocks, pump packing, temperatures are arriving In many j after the supply from their usual time when thrift is desirable to all.
Came Out Of Skid
are in preparation, some of the
AAA point* o u t "Than they rush
grease cup* and fittings on the parts of the country fai In advance
sources is exhausted. Then Maine
coming things are nothing short of
This emergency is naturally ex
Much has been written on the sub
I
to the neareat filling elation, drain
water pump The radiator I of these date*
prices will Increase.
sensational.
istent to the greatest extent in
ject of what to do when a car breaks
Unfortunately such higher prices Aroostook County, the nation's greatConsider as the piece de resistance into a skid. Equally important is
Bv Dr ALIEN G. IRELAND
will come too late to benefit those potato producing county. Thtfre we
scaffolding
in
preparation
for
its
presented
by
States,
cities,
fraternian automobile which can be driven knowing what not to do. There are
Drr<rr«e. ZiyiirW < •/ H ts/ib H u e l v a
ITS F IR S T B A TH
N r * f r r i r j Stale Defimsirsi si P s N it Isitrartras
of
our
farm
ers
who
have
inadequate
first bath. Incidentally, the lofty ties, fire companies, lotges. and other
find a people who in sixty years
without the operator exerting the some cases where a policy of patience
structure will also have some of its organizations from all parts of the winter storage facilities.
have torn fertile land from the grasp
usual physical effort to operate the and inactivity is the best way to
Now It's W ashington M onu
Unless we in Maine come to their >of the forest, and who have tilled
Is Y o u r Child C o m fo rta b le?
b akes, clutch, gears and starter. prevent an up.et. as for example when
age-worn wrinkle^ “ironed out" by country. Stcnes from many foreign
rescue
immediately,
during
this
'
Seating at school is im portant
m
ent
T
h
a
t's
U
ndergoing
nations also have places in its walls.
th at land until its potato yield is
stone masons at the same time.
This development is expected to be going into a skid on a curve. Recently
Maine Potato Week they face at I largest kr.own in the United States. because of its relation to comfort,
come universal within a short time I encountered such a problem when
"A
memorial
to
George
Washing
“Saturday N ight" Ordeal
"The Monument cost slightly
and comfort in turn is related to
They were, to a certain extent still
and is merely a logical extension of on a long trip in a mountainous
ton. the Monument had many ‘grow more than $1,000,000. It ts 555 feet leas’ sericus loss.
one’s working efficiency and appliThe
farm
ers
confronted
by
this
are.
pioneers.
If
ever
a
people
were
the use of the same intake suction section of the country where there
Many readers of this paper have ing pains' from the time it was dis 6H inches high ar.d standi on a base
__
cation.
pewer now used for clutch control, was virtually no highway traffic. B> seen Washington Monument; and cussed in Congress shortly after the 55 feet square. The lower walls are danger are typical Maine farmers. j worthy cf the most loyal support a
S om ehow , th is
:he men we consider ’he backbone of i State can give, they are the Maine
simple relationship
winashirld wiping and power braking. letting the car take its own course
death of Washington in 1799 until Of gr4nite faced on the outside with
| many doubtless saw the recent picture
is overlooked too
I t is not yet clearly established I was able to avert trouble which
its capstone was set in place December marble. Tney are 15 feet thick up tc this grand state. Their welfare. farmers of the Aroostook potato belt.
often.
B ut let the
Wc ask tha: you buy quality Maine
whether this development means could not have been overcome in any | at Strand Theatre showing the big 6. 1884." says a bulletin from the about 500 feet; the upper walls r i their properity. is of direct and
adult a t home plan
°*
ma’or
influence
upon
the
welfare
permanent use of free wheeling.
potatoes in quantity now.
other way with the same degree of shaft in the act of having a bath. Washington. D. C. headquarters of marble only are 18 iccnes thick,
to enjoy an hour of
ar.d prosperity of all Maine.
Frank P. Washburn
Another unusual development is certainty. It seemed to me th at the The National Geographic Society th e National Geographic society.
is estimated that about 23.000 stores
reading, and he takes
We
ask
you
to
he'p
them,
to
help
the revolution in motor efficiency rkid would expend itself before the issued the following bulletin on the
Commissioner. ,
great pains to insure
were used in ihe shaft's construction.
Congress Falls to Art
Maine, ar.d we feel that we are plac
comfort. He doesn’t partak e of his
devices. Apparently dissatisfied with car would be placed in a hazardous
subject:
“There are eight windows at the ing r.o burden upon you because the
novel or newspaper w ith a ridge
the way these watchdogs have been position, so going on this theory I
"December 23. 1799. John Marshall,
STICKNEY C O R N E R
504-fcot
level from which thousands purchases th a t you make now will
here and a projection there pressing
The
world's
tallest
and
one
of
its
behaving engineers now offer new kept off the brakes and accelerator.
famous fellow-Virginian of George
Jerusha E Sargent now has The against bones, blood vessels, nerve*
systems that do the work of guard The car slid a little, recovered its most famous cbslisks, the Washing Washington, introduced a resolution ■I visitors annually v ew the Cap.ta! be at a price which eanr.ot be main
City
ar.d
near-by
Virginia
and
Mary
tained
for
a
ry
length
of
time,
a
Courier-Gazette
on sale at her gen- and muscles. The little discomfort!
ing against motor wear more jef- ! equilibrium and completed the curve ton Monument.. which towers over in the United States House cf Repof the straight back wooden chair
price th at will enable you to save | eral store.
131’tf
fectively. Typical is the new oil without further ado Had the car the City cf Wathir.gton is framed in resentatives providing that 'a marble land."
soon make themselves felt. They
filtration plan whereby the blade type not revealed an Inclination to recover
make concentration difficult, and
______ monument be erected by the United
they give us the “fidgets.”
of cleaner is made to clean itself of course I would have straightened
States in the City of Washington.
So let’s be a little thoughtful of
automatically.
it out by stepping on the accelerator.
ar.d that the family t f General
the child at school, and let's remem
Manufacturers of leaf spring have
1
.
Washington
be
requested
to
perjri'
When Driving At Night
ber th a t discomfort and good work,
grouped together to ptoduce an ut
his body to be d posited under-It.'
rath er, one’s best work, don’t go
Did
you
know that It isn’t neces- i
terly new type of frame with all four
______
' Martha Washington acceded tc the
together. The feet shouldn’t dangle
rary
to
dim,
tilt
or
deflect
the
headwheels independently sprung. Thk.
I prov.slons of the resolution; but
off the floor, since th a t means that
It
Arrives
in
Perfect
Con
combined with th? r.ew experiments light beams if making a curve to the
the front edge of the ch air is press
I nothing wat done.
dition
;
Housewife
Should
ing hard against the back of tha
In weight distribution, promise inter left? The light rays are then a med .
“In 1816 and 1819. the memorial .
Learn HowTo Care For It
thigh. Nor should the seat be so
esting effects for 1935 And it is gen off the road and cannot blind ar.
was discussed in the Halls of Ccng:es-1
low that the knees a re hunched up
By Dr. J. Lyaa Mahaffey
erally agreed that the most radical approaching driver.
! and again in 1824 and 1815 And
in front. Instead, the feet should
There's
a
ne
welemcnt
of
danger
Director,
New
Jersey
State
Depart
of the coming features have not even
again, nothing was done to carry out j
rest
flat on the floor and the thighs
in forgetting to switch asymmetrical
ment of Health
been divulged.
the provisions of the re.-oiuticn.
should rest evenly on th e s e a t The
headlights back to the far-focus. fart
desk should be neither too close nor
“Displeas'd with the failure o f '
M echanic Joe Speaking:
Milk is without question one of
driving position. With the light rays
too f a r to the pupil. In both in
,
Congress
to
erect
a
memorial,
in'
the
most
valuable
foods
in
our
“Unfortunately It is possible for a focused to the right side of the road
stances, unnatural, uncomfortable
whole dietary. Physicians and nu
mechanic to bring on trouble when there is a possibility of overlooking trition experts have long called it fluential citizens of Washington
postures result.
organized
in
1833
to
promote
the
he it trying to help a car owner. I something in the way of a danger to
The near edge of the desk should
the “most nearly per ' project. That body became the
overlap the front edge of the seat
krow of no better example than the the left.
fect” food. It sup
about an inch or two. The height
plies practically all Washington National Monument .
case where an owner was worse off
W hat Owners Are Asking:
of the desk should perm it the fore
of the food elements Society, with Chief Justice John
after the brakes were given what
arm s to rest on the desk without
Q I am obliged to store my car
needed by the bod Mar hall a; its president. The 1
pas ed for a correct adjustment.
either a hunching or a slouching of
ies not only of chil Society which financed construction
"One of my associates found a in a rather damp place. While it
the shoultfrrs. Th» child should ap
dren but also of of the shaft until It lose 154 feet,
customer's car with all the braking runs quite well, once started. I find
pear to be comfortable, assuming a
adults.
Children
invited American artists to submit
slight forward incline.
rower on the rear wheels; none on it almost impossible to start the motor
and grownups alike
need about a quart designs for a million-dollar edifice.
Dr Maksllsr
the front. Working carefully and on rainy days. Everything seems to
Next, week Dr. Ireland will writs
MAGIC RADIO B R A IN —
of this food every Rcbert Mills won the competition.
pa.iently he managed to obtain a be in good order and I have experi
about “Concentrated Sunshine.”
Dr. W. R. O. B a k e r e x 
plaining neweet ra d io de
correct distribution and turned the mented with various ways of handling day, cither as fresh fluid milk or in I but his design was not accepted. It
I
some other form.
called for a circular eollonaded build
velopm ent w h ich w ith a l
car over to the owner, confident that the spark and choke, but it is always
m
ost
human
In
tellig
en
ce
New Shoe-Bag Ensembles
It
is
for
this
reason
that
cities
the work had been done as it should. the same story. Have you any sug and states take such rare to make ing from the center of which rose a 1
eeleeta and a m p lifies dls500-foot obelisk.
gestions
that
might
lead
to
a
remedy?
ta n t foreign sta tio n * w h ile
A week later the owner was back in
sure that their milk supply is fresh,
rejecting In terferen ce and
pure, properly handled from dairy
the shop complaining that the car H. H. N.
Corner Stone Laid in 1848
noise. Thia u n it, w h ic h la
A. The next time the engine re to consumer, and th a t it comes from
pulled sharply to the right whenever
'* part of new a ll-w a v e ra
"In
1848.
Congress
passed
a
resolu
cows
that
are
not
diseased.
P
re
the brake pedal was pressed. Ex fuses to start lift the hood and wipe
dio Instrum ents, h a s been
cisely the same qualities that make tion authorizing the Wa hington ]
dubbed the “M agic B r a in ”
amination revealed that the right off the tops of the spark plugs, and milk a food beyond compare for hu
National Monument Society to erect 1
by RCA V ictor C om pany
front brake drum had warped be the top of the distributor cap with a man beings, under certain condi
en g in eers who d ev elo n ed It.
a monument and authorized the !
dry
cloth.
Moisture
on
these
parts
cause of the greater effectiveness of
tions also make it an excellent sub
is causing shorting of high tension stance for the needs of growing President of the United States and
th e brakes."
officials of the Society to choose a
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